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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Non-native students of Chinese frequently begin their introduct ion to the

Chinese language with written texts that present romanization and event ually

Chinese characters. Due to the use of romanization and the later introduction

to characters and the limitations which come from classroom learning,

students often feel isolated from the authentic language and cult ure of the

people of China. Teachers of Chinese as a second language also feel that. they

are isolated from others who use the language and live the culture they teach.

This is because language taught in class is often unlike the language used in

everyday situations. To link language instruction with the actual use of the

language is a challenge for teachers of Chinese as a second language, for this

may require that they expose their students to samples of authentic language

from the very beginning of language study.

Since 1965, researchers have been recommending more realistic

language experiences for second language learners. Researchers, such as

Belasco (1969) have long urged that the contrived and controlled texts seen in

most language textbooks should be generously supplemented by unaltered

texts designed for an audience of native speakers (Belasco, 1969). Omaggio

(1986), in her discussion of the role of logical context in comprehension,

mentions that students need t.o learn either through authentic input or
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through materials that simulate authentic input (Omaggio, 1986). According

to Omaggio, it is through this exposure to authentic materials that st udents

can learn a language. Rogers and Medley (1988) further indicate the

importance of being natural in communication: "if students are to use the

second language communicatively in the real world tomorrow, . . . they must

begin to encounter the language of that world in the classroom today . . (p.

467).

In order to communicate naturally in a foreign language, researchers

(Berry-Bravo, 1991, Bouman, 1990, for example) say that learners must

experience the language as it is used for normal communication by native

speakers. This cry for real communication has gradually brought. a certain

amount of authentic materials into today's foreign language classrooms. For

example, at the University of Colorado, a fourth-semester French course was

designed using a videotaped news broadcast as the major text of the course

(Manning, 1988). In Brazil, Shepherd (1990) integrated a course on literary

prose into an English-language component by using a short video of American

short stories and found that students enjoyed the experience. Both reports

show that by using authentic materials, students not only enjoy the experience,

but also make progress in proficiency.

The term authentic materials in this study refers to language input that

is originally produced by and provided for native speakers. That is, all forms

of language which are used naturally as native language. The authenticity of
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materials is therefore defined not only in terms of the actual vords of the text,

but also according t.o the form in which it is presented (Grellet, 1981). As it is

actual and natural, Omaggio (1986) concludes tha "students are more

motivated when language-learning materials seem relevant, to their

communicative needs and interests and resemble autht ntic language use" (p.

313).

Although authentic materials are used in many classes, they are not

effectively adapted by language instructors. Berry-Bravo (1991) suggests that

instruction and activities that accompany authentic materials should build in

students an awareness of different ways in which they can derive meaning

from the language that they see and hear, rather than simply emphasizing the

importance of the content itself. By listening such as taking an order from a

menu, watching a weather forecast, or attending a slide show, etc., one can

only get the audio input of the language. In typical communication, most

listeners receive a great amount of visual input along with audio input. When

authentic materials are used in class, it is essential for the teachers to design

activities which can inspire students to dig deep into the input, be it audio or

visual.

In order to guide students to make the most of their limited input in

class, it is more important to focus on critical thinking and reasoning skills

than to merely promote linguistic knowledge of the language. A teacher may

start a class discussion from immediate topics common or appealing to

3
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student s to entice them to speak the target language. The acquisition of these

skills along with the students' background and related experience will play an

important role in reinforcing interaction in class. I feel that this interaction

among students with each other is vital since communication is the purpose

of language in all levels of learning.

Although both reading and listening are important receptive skills of

language learning, a wealth of study has shown the importance of focusing on

listening in the early stages of language study. Rivers (1981) further lends

support to receptive skill development by pointing out that adults spend 40 to

50 percent of their time listening and 11 to 16 percent of their time reading.

It. would seem, therefore, that development of listening skills should have more

emphasis in the language classroom than reading.

For the receptive language skills, Omaggio (1986) claims that little data

exists to reveal the processes involved in second language acquisition. As early

as 1969, Belasco characterized listening as the most underestimated and least.

understood aspect of foreign language. Pimsleur (1977) later also indicated that

listening is the least well taught skill. These authors seem to suggest that

usually, teachers expect students to pick up listening on their own when "the

time comes", while learners continue to struggle with decoding input over

which they have no control. However, although the least researched, Liddiard

(1987) suggests that liStening 'comprehension may be "the most vital area of

language competence" (p. 2). We may thus decide that listening comprehension

4
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requires more attention from teachers tp help learners build up their

proficiency.

Listening comprehension has received more attention in the last decade.

Therefore it appears that it is being recognized that the development of this

skill needs much more work. Herschenhorn (1978) concludes that reasons for

its having been neglected may lie in the lack of proper language textbooks and

materials. In Europe, according to the study of McCoy (1988), a number of

language programs have successfully employed video as a teaching/learning

device to enhance listening comprehension. Materials developers of French,

German, and Spanish (Capretz, 1989, Coleman, 1990, Joiner, 1990, for

example) have accomplished much in using authentic language input, as their

major base for receptive skills. Their studies show that language learners

benefit. greatly from their input, particularly in the skill of listening.

While audio materials are currently used very much in classrooms of

other languages, not as many are being used in Chinese language classrooms.

I feel that there is an urgent need for learners of Chinese as a second language

to both hear and see the Chinese language in action. Authentic materials, by

their nature, as research in French, Spanish, and German have shown, may

provide abundant language input to language classes. In this era of video, no

one can deny that most students are of the television generation. Most of our

students today are accustomed to the format of video presentation and are

increasingly expected to obtain information from oral rather than w:itten

5
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sources (Joiner, Adkins, and Eykyn,-1989). Authentic video materials thus play

an important role in the field of language teaching (Baddock and Kassel. 1991).

It seems, because students respond well to video, that there has been a video

explosion recently in the world oflanguage teaching (Tomalin, 1990). Coleman

(1990) also indicates that using video clips, which are designed for native

speakers as teaching materials in language instruction, are useful to most of

the current language programs which claim to build up proficiency in

communication. In order to distinguish between audio and uideo, the term

uideo used in this research refers t.o the use of audio-video. That is, both the

audio and video portions of a broadcast are used.

The process of communication not only requires speaking and listening

but also involves the rich world of visual cues that we tak.. in, such as body

language, art, dress, or the entire physical world around us. True

communication would require t.hat we even be allowed to take in the smells,

feel and taste of the new culture. Since it is hard for teachers t.o always

provide all of the sensory input for their students, the use of audio and video

may help compensate for the shortcomings of printed text.

Besides the classroom activities that authentic materials provide, they

also serve as sources of a variety of professional presentations of up-to-date

and realistic cultural materials that cannot be presented by a teacher alone in

the classroom. In order to promote the teaching of Chinese in the non-Chinese

speaking community. I feel that classroom materials must be provided to help

6
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prepare students for actual communication, as has been done in other foreign

languages. Although Chinese may be spoken as native language by more

people than any other language in the world, most Chinese learners do not

have an opportunity to be actively exposed to the language as it is spoken by

native speakers, to say nothing of using the language as a tool of daily

communication. Obviously, as greater emphasis is placed on the development

of functional ability in the foreign language classroom (Krashen, 1983), the

materials used in the process of instruction become increasingly important.

Although there is much video material available for European languages, there

is not. as much available for Asian languages. In a survey of catalogs and

journals done by the author to determine what video materials are available

in Chinese, very little was found. There are the normal sources of Chinese

movies which can be used in the classroom, but it is difficult to handle a full-

length movie with a beginning or intermediate language class. Also, many of

the Chinese movies are not acceptable for language teaching. The popular

martial art.s films, for example, have little language content and are generally

set. in ancient or unrealistic settings. One anonymous colleague stated that it

seemed that martial arts films only teach enough Chinese to offend someone

and to get into a fight.

Cisar. (1986) says that films used should reflect situations that are

current or that are representatve of the existing culture (Cisar, 1986). There

are some good films available which meet this criterion and some work has

'7
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been done with Chinese video-disc by Ma Ching-heng, a professor of Chinese

at Wells ley College. She has prepared scripts and lesson materials for St range

Friends. Middle-Age, and The Great Wall . But these are still full-length

movies. Because it is difficult to present a full length film in bits and pieces

over the course of a semester, there is a need for shorter, mo;e concise video

materials, such as 20 Short Plays (Teng,1992), that. allow the teacher to

present a complete lesson and introduce new concepts in one or two class

periods.

This is argued also in a recent report (1992) made by the Project. fc,r

International Communication Studies (PICS). It said that. teachers are finding

that long video programs are hard to fit into an already crowded curriculum.

Yet throughout the profession, teachers agree that authentic foreign video

materials are an essential part of their curriculum, and many commercial

language packages of French, Spanish and German video materials have been

designed to meet this need. However, since there are few Chinese materials,

something else must be found.

Among all the different types of authentic video materials available,

television commercials offer a special and manageable kind of communication.

The nature of commercials allows language learners to obtain exposure to

language, culture and people who use the language. The use of Chinese

television commercials can be a vehicle for decreasing cultural and social

distance between beginning students of Chinese and the cultures of Chinese

8
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speaking countries. However, according to my observation, many people in the

field of teaching Chinese as a second language have been hesitant to adopt new

trends of instruction. In contrast to teachers of the traditional European

languages which have a rich amount of authentic material available, teachers

of less commonly taught languages are only now feeling an urgent need to

develop authentic materials to enrich their students' learning environment

(Parkinson 1987).

To provide the opportunity to work on listening comprehension in

Chinese. I have developed materials which are based on Chinese television

commercials. These materials will give students the chance not only to

comprehend the language of the commercial but also the possibility of taking

an active part in that interaction in the classroom which serves to bring about

communication. This thesis presents research on the effectiveness of such

materials on listening compre'nension in the Chinese classroom.

Statement of the Research Questions

In view of the fact that little research has been done on the effectiveness

of authentic materials in the Chinese language classroom, and because

television commercials are of the short duration that would fit within the

limited class time and also provide appropriate linguistic and cultural input,

the research of this study was designed to answer the following questions:

9
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(1) What is the effect of using television commercials on the listening

comprehension of Chinese as a second language students?

(a) How is that effect. influenced by the type of present at ionaudio/video

or audio-onlyof the commercials?
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In order to answer the question about the effect of using television

commercials on listening comprehension of Chinese as a second language

students and how that effect is influenced by the use of different types of

presentations of the Chinese materials, it is necessary to do a review of

authentic materials. Certainly, great attention has been paid to authentic

materials in the past two decades, and a substantial body of research has been

generated o examine the value of video aids in students' comprehension. The

research done for this thesis focused on the effects of one form of authentic

video materials, television commercials, on students' listening comprehension,

and considered variables such as use of audio only and use of audio/video

together. These variables are examined in the following review of literature.

I also considered the related issues of type of video materials, value of

authentic materials, culture's part in language learning, and methods of

presentation.

List eni ng Comprehension

Of the basic skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) used in

learning a foreign language, listening has been viewed as "the most

underestimated and least understood aspect" (Belasco, 1972, pp. 10-20). Lund

(1991) states that listening comprehension -11ould be treated separately from

reading comprehension and that reading research may not transfer to

13
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listening. Miller (1981) suggests that the human ear is "a major undeclared

p.sset of the telecommunication industry"; it can dig a message out of "the

most degraded kind of signal" (p. 61). These comments explain the awareness

of listening skills that has been somewhat neglected until recently. Paulston

and Bruder (1978) claim that this neglect apparently stems from the objectives

of much language teaching where the students are not likely to be exposed to

native speakers. Students may not speak to any other native speaker other

than their own instructor, if he/she is a native speaker of Chinese.

Even as early as in 1971, Chastain argued that the goal of listening

comprehension is to be able to understand native speech at. normal speed. It

is therefore extremely crucial that language teachers provide a range of speech

situations that the students are likely to come acrossfrom formal lectures to

casual chats, from face to face encounters to telephone mail, and from radio to

television presentation.

Although listening comprehension has long been neglected, Winitz (1981)

remarks that current theories have observed this lack and emphasized

receptive skillsparticularly listening comprehensionbefore requiring

extensive performance in the productive skills. The theory Winitz refers to is

Asher's theory in which Asher (1972) indicates that learners need the silent or

pre-speech period of language acquisition during which time they are to

internalize language and which will later be generated spontaneously.

Krashen and Terrell (1983) support this feature by postulating that fluency in

12
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a second language is not taught directly, but emerges by itself as a result of

competence which has been acquired through input..

With the increased focus on the role of listening comprehension in the

languas-e acquisition process, Wipf (1988) suggests that foreign and second

language educators need to provide authentic learning materials which will

augment the development of listening comprehension skills. Unfortunately,

choosing appropriate listening texts for instructional purpose is a subjective

process. Beat.ty & Payne (1984) have applied reading materials in listening

research. Long (1990) says that, although their results show that readability

measures may relate to measurement of listening comprehension, they do not

take int.o account the majority of factors associated with language oral input.

Recently Herron & Morris (1993) conducted a longitudinal study to compare

the use of text-based instruction and video-based instruction in foreign

language instruction. Their results indicated that students in the video-based

condition significantly improved their listening skills and that the video-based

program had positive effects on students' writing ability.

As the world becomes smaller and smaller, the availability of authentic

materials, printed material, audio and video tapes of radio and television

broadcasts in other languages, is growing rapidly. Language as it is spoken

and understood by native speakers, with emphasis on cultural topics and

global education for students, is the best possible resource for bettering

student's listening comprehension (Cisar, 1986). Research has shown that

13
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students expect and actually obtain more information from listening tha n from

other modalities (Arcario, 1991; Tomalin, 1990, for example). Unfortunately,

coordinating this medium with actual teaching of the features of a language

is not fully understood or practiced by most instructors of Chinese.

Authentic materials

As early as the year 1969, Belasco instructed students to transcribe

radio broadcasts, and then he discussed results with them. Results show that

students benefited a great deal even if it was discouraging at the beginning.

Therrien (1973), on the other hand, provided students with at least partial

transcripts of broadcasts in an attempt to aid the listening process. Reports

of these researchers and others reveal favorable consequences of bringing the

target language to the classroom through the natural speech accessible over

broadcast channels, that is, through one type of authentic materials.

There has been other rapid growth in research on the virtues of being

authentic. Widdowson (1978) distinguished between genuine and authentic

materials, using genuine to refer to the use of real-world materials in normal

life and authentic to refer to the learner being required to deal with those

materials in the classroom in "a way which corresponds to his normal

communicative activities" (p. 80). When native speakers of the language listen

to the material and do not analyze the syntax or grammar, this is genuine use

of the materials. When students will discuss vocabulary and structure of the

14
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material after viewing it in a.somewhat genuine manner, this use of the

material in a classroom is termed authentic. Later, Bensoussan (196G)

proposed her authentic and authentic-like distinction which is similar to

Wi,idowson's. Rogers and Medley (1988) define authentic language as the

discourse that reflects a natural- ess of form, and an appropriateness of

cultural and situational context that would be found in the language as used

by native speakers. Nostrand (1989), Baddock (1991), and Bernhardt and

Berkemeyer (1988) also support the same idea. Accordingly, texts which are

taken from sources such as newspapers and magazines, and tapes of natural

speech which are taken from sources such as ordinary radio or television

programs, are called authentic materials.

Authentidty

From the various definitions above, it seems that all forms of language

samples which are not originally produced for the purpose of pedagogy may be

referred to as authentic materials. However, authenticity, which is the degree

to which language teaching materials have the qualities of natural speech or

writing, is not defined only in terms of the actual words of the text., but also

in terms of the form in which it is presented. Grellet (1981) suggests that, for

instance, a newspaper article should be presented to students exactly as it

appeared in the newspaper: .with the same typeface, the same space for

headlines, the same accompanying photographs or graphics, etc. This is

15
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because such factors constitute non-linguistic cues to meaning and should be

retained to make the reading task easier. Therefore, in terms of listening

comprehension materials, a sample of spoken language such as an

announcement from a railway station, a segment of television news, or a record

of conversation, would be taken from a tape of the authentic situation.

Authentic texts have been reported to be highly positive for language

learners at various levels of proficiency. Among others, Herron (1991) has

recently conducted a study on twenty-three students in two classes of

intermediate French. After a semester, the class which was regularly

supplemented with Champs-Elyseés, an unedited radio program produced in

Paris, outperformed the other class that shared the identical instructional

approach and materials except for the authentic input, from the Champs-

Elyseés program in listening comprehension skill. Study results showed that

listening comprehension improved with increased exposure to authentic

materials.

A study by Marchessou (1990) showed that video not only can improve

the skill of listening comprehension, but can also enhance literacy and

composition skills if the programs show an adequate amount of visual and

written material (such as sub-titles) and if teachers properly integrate the new

medium into the existing curriculum with appropriate use of composition.

Another study which was a survey of high school students in Portugal has

confirmed the power of subtitles by documenting the impact of television on

16
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teenagers' lexical and spelling skills in their own native Portuguese. The

students watched captioned programs over a period of time and were then

tested and found to write better and use a wider range of vocabulary than

their French, American, or British counterparts of the study Nieira, 1987).

Other than the language skills mentioned above, authentic texts also

serve as powerful material in aiding the discovery and understanding of the

underlying sociocultural context. Galloway (1989) and Garcia (1991) comment

that authentic reading materials can form the basis for a wide variety of

activities which are not only interesting and challenging, but will help students

see the world in a new way and help them appreciate different points of view.

Otto (1989) similarly concludes that use of video that has not been edit ed to

suit, a particular class is an excellent way for students to be exposed to

significant amounts of authentic language.

Since various forms of authentic materials have their unique nature,

these unedited, rough materials often vary widely wit.h respect to vocabulary,

structure, functions, content, situation, and length. Issues have been raised

suggesting that using these unedited, natural materials in the classroom would

seem to create more problems than it would solve. The distinction that Geddes

and White (1978) made between types of authentic discourse, using unmodified

authentic discourse and simulated authentic discourse, gives much insight to

material developers. By unmodified discourse, Geddes and White refer to

language that occurred originally as a genuine act of communication, such as

17
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all the raw forms of authentic materials. On the other hand, sini lamed

discourse is the language produced for pedagogical purposes, but exhibiting

features that. have a high probability of occurrence in genuine acts of

communication. It is through this broader perception that teacher talk

(categorized as simulated authentic discourse) can sound quite authentic and

natural to the learners even though it usually tends to 1) consist of a simplified

code, 2) be characterized by slower, easier and more frequent use of known

vocabulary items, and 3) attempt to ensure comprehension via restatement,

paraphrases, and the use of gestures and other nonverbal aids to

understanding.

Like many others, Morley (1990), urges teachers to exploit, more

authentic texts in all levels of foreign language instruction in order to involve

students in activities that mirror real life listening context. Omaggio (1986),

in regard to students' preference, posits t.hat students are more motivated

when language-learning materials seem relevant to their communicative needs

and interests and resemble authentic language use. Then in her guidelines for

text selection, she suggestS' that a good textbook should include authentic

language in exercises, readings, and dialogues, as well as many actual

examples throughout the text, integrated with language practice activities.

Gilman and Moody (1984) have pointed out that authentic materials, by

their nature, are more redundant than most materials prepared for language

learners. They lend further support by indicating that while the richness of

18
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these materials makes them appealing to students, their redundancy gives the

students more clues to comprehension. Similarly, Joiner, Adkins, and Eykyn

(1989) also suggest that, in the best of cases, students who are exposed to

authentic materials, such as a foreign film that reflects an authentic lifestyle,

can be highly motivated by the fact that they are able to deal with genuine oral

language, the kind of language that they will encounter in everyday situations.

Based on the motivation raised within the learners, research has shown

that the use of authentic materials will be effective. An attitude survey taken

by Kienbaum and Welsty (1986), who compared traditional classroom contexts

with communicative contexts characterized primarily by the use of authentic

materials in instruction, revealed favorable attitudes toward the absence of the

traditional textbook and a high degree of interest in current events materials.

Although it is widely observed that students prefer authentic materials,

many of them, particularly those at the lower level of proficiency, often tend

t.o panic when they hear native speakers in conversations, radio broadcasts,

films, or other natural contexts. This is mostly because they try to focus their

attention equally on every part of the discourse. They seem to think that they

must. understand every word in the discourse while they overlook the fact that.

even in their own native language, they rarely pick up all of the words in a

given discourse. Omaggio (198G) relates that they may give up because they

cannot possibly attend successfully to everything heard with equal intensity,

even when it. would have been possible for them to get t he gist of it or

19
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understand a few of the important details. As a result it seems that some

language teachers feel this authenticity of the unedited materials may be more

effective only in advanced levels.

Many researchers, for example, Morley (1990), Rubin (1990), Bacon and

Finnemann (1990), James and Aldridge (1990), and Joiner (1990), argue that

novices can understand and benefit from authentic texts and that an early

exposure to such texts will help them develop useful strategies, particularly

listening and reading for more complex tasks later on. Savignon (1991)

recommended the inclusion of a wide range of pictorial and sound materials

(songs, radios and TV programs, films, newspapers, magazines, cartoons,

advertisements, illustrations) as simulators of interactions. Earlier, Savignon

(1983) claimed the use of authentic language data has underscored the

importance of context in interpreting the meaning of a text. She argued that

. . . a range of both oral and written texts in context prpvides learners

with a variety of language experiences, experiences they need to

construct their own "variation space," to make determinations of

appropriateness in their own expression of meaning (p. 270).

Aut hent ic Video Materials

This is an audio-visual era. Television has been successfully adopted

into educational instruction and has been recognized by many language

20
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teachers (Lonergan, 1984 and McCoy, 1990, for example) as the most familiar

and easily managed educational technology for the foreign language classroom.

In recent years it has become increasingly difficult to ignore the

omnipresence and popularity of audiovisual media (Schulte, 1991). Of the

many forms of authentic materials, video tape, which falls into two general

categoriesoff-air recordings of broadcast programs and videocassette for

rental or purchasehas gradually gained a position in the field of foreign

language teaching. Not only is full-color video attractive to students, it also

has tremendous pedagogical applications. Among the advocates, James and

Aldridge (1990) decla re that, since our students belong to the television

generation, "we definitely are doing the right thing by bringing in audio-visual

aids" (p. 1171). In the same vein Davies (1982) comments, "nothing makes a

situation as real as seeing it, and television can contextualize language in a

way no te book or even audio tape ever can" (p. 9)

Otto (1989) also suggests that media-based instruction can significantly

motivate and sustain interest in learning. In addition to other forms of

authentic material, it is these videotapes of authentic exchanges between

native speakers, radio and television broadcasts, films, songs, and the like that

have long been advocated by foreign language educators as pedagogical aids

t hat will stimulate students (Rogers and Medley, 1988 for example). Tomalin

(1990), a well-known British video materials producer, observes that. trom a

wide experience in training teachers in primary, secondary and adult educat.. m

21
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worldwide, it is believed that the introduction of a moving picture component

as a language teaching aid is a profitable addition to the teacher's source. The

fact that our students are habitually stuck to television and are increasingly

expected to obtain information from oral rather than written sources gives

credit to language teachers who are adept at adopting materials and adapting

them into classrooms.

Since video can provide more information than any other form of

materials, it is regarded by teachers (Berry-Bravo, 1991, for example) as one

of the most efficient teaching tools in a language classroom. Coleman (1990)

further claims that video is to the spoken word what a book or newspaper is

to the written word. Through taped television programs, language teachers

can effortlessly access a varied resource of teaching materials. They can control

and manipulate genuine spoken language as never before. Therefore, video

meets the needs of spoken communication better tha q writing.

Bacon (1987), among many others, claims that authentic materials,

designed and produced by and for native speakers, provide abundant language

that. is intelligible, informative, truthful, relevant, and sociolinguistically

appropriate. Joiner (1990), advocates the term of uideotext to point, out. that

an entertaining television program is actually as deserving of the label text as

is a written document. She argued that a classroom in which a teacher

manipulates a VCR to facilitate comprehension of videotaped foreign language

material would fast become the prevalent, model in schools and colleges.
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Coleman (1990) even predicts that by the year 2000, a language classroom

without satellite TV will be an "anachronism" (p. 17). To conclude, the

videotext may be an entertainment program, but, if it is used appropriately in

the classroom, it is and should be considered as valid as a standard textbook.

Culture

In addition to communicative contexts, the visual element of video

provides further information on the speakers, the communicative context, and

the non-verbal elements of the exchangeposture, gesture, facial expression,

and all the other body movement which play a more important role than

linguistic information. Allen and Valette (1977) divide the cultural goals of the

language class into four categories: increasing student awareness of the target

culture; stimulating student interest in foreign language study; developing the

ability to function in the target culture; and establishing an understanding of

linguistic cultural ret'erents, cultural values, and attitudes. It is this issue of

culture that may combine the target language and the people who actually use

the language in a properly authentic way. In addition to motivating students,

Stempleski (1987) also suggests that authentic video provides an authentic

look at the culture. This is not always the case since Chinese martial arts

videos, as mentioned earlier, and many other types of videos do not. reflect

actual Chinese culture. Through viewing films and other provaras intended

for native speakers, students can see how people in the taret. language culture
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livetheir values, customs, clothing, food, and how the people in that culture

interact with one another. In his presentation of off-air satellite recordings in

the classroom, Coleman (1990) also suggests that video introduces socio-

cultural information on a target country that is so vital to genuine linguistic

competence. Baddock (1991) suggests that an insight into the thinking and

behavior of the foreign culture is nowadays seen as part of communicative

competence. Furthermore, Hughes (1984) indicates that it is this insight

which helps students relate to the target value system and reach personal

decisions about their own value.

In learning culture, students need to learn that some factors in

understanding the meaning of any given communication are those non-verbal

parts of the message, such as body language, which are peculiar to a certain

culture. These non-verbal sources of information fill in our face-to-face

interactions. Despite the fact that non-verbal communication is part. of the way

one acquires one's first language, most of the second language students lack

an understanding of such factors. Thus, despite their frequently good

linguistic skills, they are nevertheless unable to communicate effectively 'in

many face-to-face cultural contexts.

Because most videos present abundant information of the culture and

the people who use the language, carefully chosen video in: terial can provide

countless topics for cross-cultural discussions. The purpose of learning a

foreign language varies enormously from one individual to another. Shotton
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(1991) argues that a frequent theme is the value perceived in cultivating one's

tolerance or understanding of another community. In light of cultural study,

he further argues that culture should actually be the main activity in which

we are seeking to involve ourselves. Since cultural study is so crucial in

facilitating one's appreciation of the target language, the lack of teaching

culture may be the most perceptible barrier to our ability to truly communicate

with people of other cultures. Students need a text (be it written, audio or

video) that presents a wide variety of cultural situations in order to learn and

to develop their cultural awareness.

Although video is said to possess the advantages of providing all the

paralinguistic features which may help students comprehend what, is going on,

it is very likely that students may get mesmerized by what they see and not

receive the linguistic message. Marchessou (1990), in a recent experiment,

found that the relationship between sound and image is diverging and

sometimes dialectical. He concluded that this effect is caused by the fact that

students sometimes pay more attention to what they see rather than what they

hear. However, this situation can be reduced by teachers providing guided

questions in advance of actual viewing of the video segment. McCoy (1990)

points out that., through carefully sequenced student tasks, video can be

integrated into curricula. Therefore it is suggested that in adopting authentic

materials into classroom, instructors need always bear in mind that. instead of

t he material itself, it is the tasks that need to be remodeled.
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Cammerdals

Major industry has invested millions to reach audiences with numerous

products and along the way has afforded teachers some excellent classroom

resources of short duration. Commercials for all sorts of products all find their

way to appeal to their audience. Many studies show the effect of using

commercials directly in language classrooms. Berry-Bravo (1991) claims that

it is these commercials' idiomatic constructions, cultural assumptions and

intelligible native speech that make them a valuable resource.

The brevity of commercial messages makes them ideal for repeated

viewing and deciphering. A short segment can provide a wealth of linguistic

material for one lesson. Even a 60-second commercial can be exploited to

illustrate cultural and social phenomena as well as grammar and vocabulary

(James & Aldridge, 1990). This phenomenon matches what Hall (1977) defines

as high-context communication which is economical, fast, efficient, and

satisfying. Due to this high-context nature of commercials, they might also be

ideal for introducing culture learning at the very beginning of a language

program (Shotton, 1991).

Wildner-Bassett (1990) argues that cultural learning is a process and not

simply a matter of gathering facts about a culture; therefore, students need to

learn how to experience a new culture as early in their inst ruction as possible.

While each individual has a certain degree of stereotyped rnyt.h about the

target culture, the presentation of commercials which are mostly composed of
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concise language and intensive pictures may provide a great opportunity for

each viewer to react personally and individually to the same stimulus. While

many commercials distort reality, careful selection of commercials which reflect

a more accurate portrayal of the language and culture of a country is possible.

Shane and Silvernail (1977) strongly suggest that video, as a major force

influencing people's perceptions of the world, provides opportunities to develop

cultural awareness. In viewing them, learners say "Commercials not only

expose students to a new semiotic environment, but also can help them decode

various social messages in the culture of the target language and compare it

with values they already know (Lawrence, 1987).

It has been shown by Galloway (1988) that 65% of all communication

is non-verbal. Therefore there is a cry to use video to present the language in

its social context and to describe the social background of linguistic activity by

presenting the material surroundings in which the language is generated

(Jensen and Vinther, 1978). Television commercials, accompanied with fast-

paced speech, and fast-paced pictures, always convey an exaggerated appeal

which is more impressive to its audience than other presentations.

In view of the characteristics that have been shown about authentic

materials and the uses of commercials as authentic materials, it is

hypothesized that students who use these will increase their listening

comprehension. To accomplish the purpose of the study, which is to examine

the value of video i.n teaching/learning Chinese as a second language, it is
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hypothesized that the use of video is of more benefit to the listening

comprehension of intermediate learners than is the use of audio presentation.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH DESIGN

The purpose of my research was to examine the effectiveness of

television commercials on listening comprehension by second language learners

of Chinese. In other words, I attempt to evaluate if video helps students

comprehend spoken Chinese better than just use of traditional printed text and

classroom teaching.

In order to determine whether videos would be beneficial to Chinese

learners, materials were developed and the following experiment was designed

after the development of the materials.

Lesson Material Development

The materials used in this study were designed for intermediate learners

of Chinese as a second language. To develop the authentic material,

approximately 60 hours of television commercials, public service

announcements, news and weather broadcasting were recorded by contacts in

Taiwan. Most of the broadcasting was in Mandarin Chinese. Materials which

were entirely in Taiwanese dialect were discarded. Materials with Mandarin

spoken with local accents were used if the content was considered appropriate.

News and weather broadcasting was not selected at this time. I felt that the

level of language in these broadcasts was at a more formal level than 1 wanted.

While commercials can also have more formal language, they generally are
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directed at the general viewing audience. After viewing the video tapes, I

selected approximately 70 clips as possible material. The selection or discard

criteria were as follow:

1. Commercials which were primarily visual with little or no speaking

were discarded.

2. Commercials which had a distorted view of Chinese language or culture

were discarded.

3. The commercials selected had to be interesting. Even 30 seconds of video

can be too long if it is not interesting.

4. If the language level or content was too difficult, the commercial was

discarded. It could be brought in for a higher level of lessons later.

5. Commercials that had dialogue in them were preferred over those with

only narration. But narrative commercials were also selected.

6. Commercials which had little cultural value, such as those for cosmetics,

patent medicine, or other similar products were discarded.

After further consideration of both language level and cultural content,

the clips were narrowed down to 18 commercials which were then copied onto

a master tape. That master tape was then edited to add titles for each of the

clips. An English title appears on the screen for two seconds followed with

one second of blue screen and then the clip. The title was not intended for

student use, but was provided to give the teacher a clear beginning and ending

point for the commercial. The title was not shown to the students to aoid
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giving them any cuas on the content of the commercial. In future versions of

the tape, the title will be changed to reflect only the number of the commercial.

The language of each clip was then transcribed into printed Chinese.

Vocabulary lists were prepared from the transcripts. Words which the

students should already know were not included in the vocabulary lists. The

18 lessons were sequenced according to their difficulty level, which was

determined by the total number of new vocabulary items used. For instance,

Lesson One has nine vocabulary items, Lesson Ten has sixteen and Lesson

Eighteen has thirty. Words that appeared in a previous lesson were not

counted as new vocabulary. Sample sentences using the vocabulary were

prepared with English translations and pinyin romanization, the phonetic

system used by most non-native Chinese learners.

According to the content and t.he message of the commercial, a theme for

each lesson was then set up. All the questions and discussion used before each

clip focused on the theme so that students would have the least possible

difficulty building up their background knowledge. An exercise -was also

created for each lesson to provide learners with a means of self-evaluation.

Also, each lesson had a true/false exercise to examine learners' overall and

specific comprehension of the content. The rest of the exercises included doze

work, sentence-completion, sentence reordering, matching, blank filling,

selecting, rewriting, translation, and sentence making which varied from

lesson to lesson.

3 1
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To avoid violating copyright law, as soon as the commercials were

selected, letters were sent to the Minstry of Education in Taiwan, the director

of the Cultural Division of the Taiwan Coordination Council for North

American Affairs in San Francisco, and the head of the News Bureau in

Taiwan to request assistance in seeking copyright clearance. The News

Bureau head then contacted the Advertising Council in Taiwan and requested

that the various agencies fill out a permission form allowing use and copying

af their commercials for educational use. Permission forms have been received

from all of the individual advertising agents, except for two agencies whose two

commercials will be replaced in future copies of the videotape. One advertising

agency was so cooperative that they even sent an updated version of the

commercial that was selected and they included serveral other new

commercials for my consideration. See Appendix B for a copies of the letters

and a copy of one of the permission forms and its translation.

Materials Pilot Test

During the period of previewing, five sample commercials were selected

from the 60 hours of video and were presented to a group of military personnel

who were attending a United States Army Forces Command Chinese Refresher

Class at Brigham Young University in April 1991. The purpose of this

presentation was to get an idea of how acceptable Chinese commercials would

be to a sample student population. The students felt that t he short video clips
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were easy to comprehend and were interesting. No attempt was made at that

time to evaluate the effect of the clips on their comprehension. Later in

December, 1991, a pilot test was conducted with another group of military

personnel who were attending the same program. They were required to work

with ten video clips and were required to do the homework exercises. While

nd formal evaluation was conducted, student evaluations filled out at the end

of the two week refresher class indicated that they appreciated the use of the

video materials but felt that too much was presented for them to absorb. A

subsequent presentation to the military in April, 1992 used only five clips in

two weeks. Students felt much more comfortable with that pace.

Fourteen clips were then used as supplementary materials in two

sections of Chinese 201 in Winter Semester 1992. Questionnaires were used

to determine student attitudes toward the use of the video clips (See appendix

A for the questionnaires). The study was done to see if the materials were

acceptable and useful as t.eaching materials (See Chapter Four, page 51). The

study indicated that no revision of the clips or study materials was necessary

other than minor editing of typographical errors. Procedures outlined below

were used to present the materials.

S ubjects

Students in Chinese 201 at Brigham Young University Fall Semester,

1992, were used as the subjects of the study. This group was chosen on the
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basis of discussion with the director of the Chinese program at BYU. It was

recommended by the director that the study last for the whole semester and

be integrated with the teaching curriculum so that subjects would not

experience a study effect and might benefit from the study, if there is any.

There were ten students in the class during the selected semester.

The Chinese 201 class typically has a mixture of learners:

1) non-native speakers of Chinese who lived in Taiwan for a period of

9 2 months as missionaries for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

who were exposed to the language in daily contact, natives or non-natives

2) speakers of another Asian language who have at least 22 months

experience living in the environment of the language, and

3) learners who have never lived in an Asian community at all, but who

have learned all of their language formally.

The first group of the learners have experience in most survival skills

in the language and can carry on conversations at higher levels, especially

when dealing with religious discussions. However many of them are illiterate

or semi-literate in reading and writing Chinese characters. Their ability to

speak and understand the spoken language provides little, if any, help in

learning to read and write due to the non-alphabetic nature of the written

language.

The second group of learners, those who speak another Asian language,

includes some native speakers and some non-native speakers of another Asian
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language with up to two years' experience in the target country. They may or

may not have had experience with a Chinese-speaking community in their

countries. They do, however, bring experience in beginning understanding of

Asian culture and a mindset which can be useful in learning Chinese.

The last group are those who learn the language on campus without

being exposed to a native Chinese speaking community at all. They have had

limited experience in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening.

They learn the language in the classroom and have only their instructors and

occasional Chinese friends to communicate with.

The class uSed in this research was composed of ten students. None of

them were of the type in Group 1 listed above. Two of them would be classified

in Group 2; four of them were Americans with Cantonese Chinese experience

and one was a native Cantonese speaker from Hong Kong. The other five

students would be classified as belonging to Group 3: they were American

students who had studied Chinese 101 and 102 with no in-country expe :ience

in Chinese.

Treatment Procedures

In order to help students actively think about the theme of the lesson

prior to the introduction of the lesson, many questions and discussion topics

relevant to their life and experience were posed to guide their thought. These

questions included guided and predicting questions.
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Guided Questions

Guided questions are used to focus on the theme given by picking up

conversation from the topics at hand. For example, in the theme of Father and

Son, in which the generation gap is the focus, the classroom conversation

starts by asking students their age and inquiring if they still remember when

they were teens. Each question is built on the previous one and links with the

following one. The purpose of this technique is to make sure that students are

tuned right to the right channelthat they know what they are to listen for.

Predicting Questions

After the guided questions, when the students have already set up a

rough frame for the theme, wild guess and prediction questions are then used,

asking students to make specific predictions on what they might "see" in the

commercial. Of course, for the lessons for the non-video treatment group,

students are asked to describe what they might see if they are able to see the

commercial. Predictions on the content of the video, such as the setting, the

relationship between the characters, the type of conversation, etc. are made in

this section. Students are encouraged to answer in Chinese. HoN% ,:ver, they

may also use English, if there is a need.

Viewi ng/Oral Presentat ion

Both the treatment and the control groups received similar treatment

in the guiding and predicting questions. That. is, they went through the same
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previewing procedures for probing and predicting. As the study is designed to

examine the value of video, and the use of the video was the only variable,

therefore, viewing of commercials was conducted alternatively. Each odd

numbered lesson was presented with viewing of the commercial, whereas each

even numbered lesson was taught with the audio presentation and no video.

Since it is presumed that students had interest in the commercials which were

not shown in class, a viewing of the commercial was conducted after its tests

were administered. In doing so, students received the same amount of

instruction as that of the earlier classes and were not deprived of their

learning opportunities while being studied.

Recalling

The split of presenting the content of commercials orally or by use of

video comes together from this step on. All students were asked to recall in

English any 10 to 20 items or words that they had seen or heard in the

treatment. To test true comprehension, they were asked to write in English.

The number of items to be recalled depended on the length and complexity of

each commercial: This was to help the students to focus more on the

presentation and to take part in discussion.

Checking

A Commercial Information Sheet was created to help students organize

the content of the commercial. They were asked to fill in information of what

they had already grasped from the activities of previewing questions, viewing
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or oral presentation, and recalling that had been conducted up to that point.

The information was threefold: product, consumer, and language. Students

were also asked to answer an open question which was designed to know if

they wanted to use/accept the product/message and to give the reason (See

Appendix C).

Comprehension Questions

Ten to twelve questions were posed orally to check comprehension.

Differing from the previous questions, these were created to assist

comprehending specific details of the commercial.

Further Discussion

Further discussion on the message, content, cultural reference of the

commercial were conducted by posing questions. Students were able to expand

their personal opinion, value, comment and judgement on a given viewpoint

No specific answers were expected at this step. On the contrary, students were

encouraged ft speak out regardless of their viewpoints. All the discussion was

centered on the theme of the lesson.

Instruments

Either video or printed text was the content. of each treatment. for the

students. The printed text consisted of a teacher's manual and a student's

workbook. Because this study was conducted to examine learners' listening

comprehension proficiency, all the questions were presented orally. Therefore,

the difference between teacher's and students' manuals was in the printed
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questions, which included Guided questions, Predicting questions,

Comprehension questions, and cues for further discussion. These appeared only

in the teacher's manual.

Testing

Subjects were given a pre-test for each lesson prior to the instruction to

test the knowledge that they already had. The same test was given after the

instruction as a post-test to see the impact of using the video or audio tape.

The tests were developed to be finished in approximately five minutes and

were administered by the researcher. It was assumed that subjects would get

used to the test form within the first two lessons so that test reliability would

not be diminished.

The tests consisted of asking subjects to respond to five to six multiple

choice items written in English. In addition to the multiple choice questions,

subjects were also instructed to answer two or three open-ended questions as

completely as they could in English or pinyin romanization. By allowing

students to answer the questions in English, the tests focused on measuring

what. the subjects had indeed comprehended without causing them the anxiety

of thinking how to construct Chinese characters. The open-ended questions,

like all other questions, were asked in English. These questions were used only

for further classroom discussion and were not included in the analysis of data.
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Prooedures

Subjects were taught the 12 lessons using videos or printed texts of

Chinese television commercials and accompanying text during Fall Semester

of 1992. One lesson was scheduled for each week. Lessons using vide. Dfaudio

and audio-only were presented in alternating weeks. For the purpose of fitting

this study into the normal curriculum of the instruction, the class syllabus

listed every Thursday as a commercial day so that subjects became accustomed

to t.he flow of teaching and could get ready to learn the language in the frame

of commercials, a language teaching method which was quite different from the

instruction of other weekdays.

Because the instruction using commercials was different from other class

activities, it was important to make sure subjects felt comfortable with the

method. If, for any reason, the subjects did not feel comfortable with this

method of teaching, they might have been hostile to the instruction or the tests

and respond in an inappropriate manner. To avoid this situation, the

researcher gave an orientation at the beginning of the semester to equip the

subjects with the proper motivation. The students were told that experience

gained from the pilots indicated that learners normally show great interest in

matching what they have gupssed and been guided to in the preview questions

with the actual viewing/hearing of the commercials.

Three different approaches were used to check the effect of t ime on the

gain scores. Th.e first analysis divided the time into three four-week periods.
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This would give some indication if there were any differences during the first

four weeks and the next four weeks and the next four weeks. It could perhaps

show if there was some consistency across the time.

Testing Procedures

As explained previously, subjects were given a pre-test and post-test on

each lesson to check their listening comprehension. This procedure resulted

at the end of the semester in a total of 14 pre-tests and 14 post-tests. Means

and standard deviation were calculated for the pre-test and post-test and the

scores were compared to determine the difference, if any, between the gain

scores for students receiving the treatment with video and those receiving the

treatment without video.

Data Analysis

Scoring

The multiple choice questions on the tests were scored using a set

answer key. Each question was given a possible value of one point if correct

and a value of zero if incorrect.

Validity

Test design was done very carefully to make sure that each test really

covered the content of each specific commercial and did not use language that

was not presented in the commercial. The test did not. have questions which
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assumed other prior knowledge of the content of the commercial, either

language or culture.

Variables

Independent Variables

There was no distinct control or experimental group in this study, but

the same group of subjects received the different treatments at different times.

As this study attempted to determine whether there is a relationship between

the use of video and non-use of. video, the content of the commercials was a

moderator variable which was taken into consideration. Another variable is

the selection of commercials to be shown. Some have more difficult language

or cultural content than others. Due to the small size of the sample, no effort

was made to find effect of variables such as age, sex, nationality, or commercial

selection.

Dependent Variables

The dependent variable of this study was the gain score for each student

which was the difference of the post-test scores and the pre-test scores.

Data Analysis

As the scores are from the same subjects from two different times, the

statistics test selected was an analysis of variance (ANOVA). In addition,

standard descriptive sta tistics were used. The results of the ANOVA were

4 9
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checked to see if p<.05. This would verify the hypothesis that the video

treatment was more effective than the audio-only treatment.

4 3
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Chapter Four

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As previously stated in Chapter 1, the research done for this thesis was

to determine the answers to the following questions:

(1) What is the effect of using television commercials on the listening

comprehension of L2 Chinese students?

(a) How is that effect influenced by the nature of the use of

commercialsvideo presentation or audio presentation?

While literature in the field seems to indicate that use of video in the

classroom is beneficial to the development of students' aural comprehension,

little has appeared in literature to show the effectiveness of video.

In order to perform the studies, a series of television commercials were

prepared, transcripts made and instructional materials were developed. Tests

on the lessons were also prepared for evaluation of the students' aural

comprehension. Due to the small number of students available, the students

were given instruction with both video and audio one week, and, on alternating

weeks, were given instruction with audio only. The students were given a pre-

test and post-test each week and the results were gathered and analyzed. The

analysis and results of the study follow.
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Analysis of Data

Descriptive statistics for gain scores

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Gain Scores

VIDEO AUDIO

Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. Dev.

Week 1-2 3.86 1.21 3.00 2.05

Week 3-4 3.90 1.10 3.30 0.95

Period 1 total 3.88 1.11 3.15 1.57

Week 5-6 3.90 1.45 2.30 1.34

Week 7-8 3.30 1.16 3.60 0.84

Period 2 total 3.60 1.31 2.95 1.28

Week 9-10 3.30 .095 2.89 1.27

Week 11-12 3.30 .048 3.00 0.67

Period 3 total 3.30 0.P i 2.94 0.81

Grand Total 3.59 1.-?_.._; 3.01 1.25

Gain scores are the differences between the pre-test and post-test for each

week. In looking at Table 1, we find that the means of the gain scores of the

video presentations are uniformly greater than the gain scores for the tests of

the audio-only presentations. Gain scores for individual students can be found

in Appendix E. However, the difference between the means for the video and

the audio diminished each week during the test.. Also the mean of the gain

scores became lower each week. This seems to suggest that the students were

improving their performance in aural comprehension.
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would seem to be shown by the narrowing of the gap between audio and video

gain scores.

An analysis of variance performed using the gain scores as responses

showed that the differences seen were significant. The test showed that there

was a difference between audio and video. Three different approaches were

used to check the effect of time on the gain scores. The first analysis divided

the semester into three four-week periods. This gave some indication if there

were any differences during the three four-week periods. It showed that, there

was some consistency across the time. Gain scores were first used as the

response and then the following three factors were used: 1) time period, which

was split up into 3 time periods, each of 4 weeks, 2) audio and video

interaction, 3) student effect. The analysis indicated that the time period

probably had no influence on the student's performance. The key item that

seemed to stand out was the analysis of relationship between audio and audio-

video.

4G
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Table 2: Analysis of Variance-Three Time Periods

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -THREE TIME PERIODS

Source df Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Students 9 16.375 17.125 1.903 1.25 0.283

Treatment 1 5.724 5.281 5.281 9.04 *0.015

Time Period (TP) 9 2.919 2.579 1.289 1.13 0.346

Students by Treatment 9 5.700 5.923 0.658 0.43 0.911

'Students by TP 18 23.285 20.768 1.154 0.76 0.735

Treatment by TP 9 3.412 3.312 1.656 1.11 0.350

Si uderus.by Treatment
by TP

18 27.619 27.619 1.534 1.01 0.463

EITor 56 8:5.000 85.000 1.518

'koill 115 170.0:34

In looking at Table 2, we see that the difference between the video and

audio scores is significant with p<0.015. If the p value is less than .05, the

result is considered significant. Because the F-ratio for treatment was less

than 0.015, that would show that there was a significant. difference between

the audio and video. Time is not causing any difference. Although the gain

scores were smaller as the semester progressed, the p value continued to be

significant, which showed that the video treatment was more effective.

I then divided the time period int.o two six-week periods to see if the

beginning half of the course showed any difference from the last half. Table 3

below, indicates again that although the means of gain scores for both audio

.17
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and video improved over time, the use of video still showed a better gain than

audio only.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Two Time Periods

Video Audio

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Week 1-6 3.89 1.22 2.87 1.53

Week 7-12 3.30 1.00 3.16 0.84

After performing an ANOVA on the data using two time periods, the analysis

once again indicates that there was a significant difference between the use of

video and the use of audio. (p=.015<.05)
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Table 4: Analysis of Variance-Two time Periods

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -TWO TIME PERIODS

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Students 9 16.375 16.738 1.860 1.30 0.249

Treatment 1 5.724 6.222 6.222 9.11 *0.015

Time Period (TP) 1 0.509 0.508 0.508 1.22 0.298

Students by
Treatment

9 5.655 5.923 0.588 0.41 0.925

Students by TP 9 3.744 3.787 0.421 0.30 0.974

Treatment by TP 1 9.885 9.175 9.175 4.49 0.063

Students by
Treatment by TP

9 19.810 19.810 2.201 1.54 0.148

Error 76 108.333 108.333 1.425

Total 115 170.034

Since the first and second ANOVAs seem to indicate that time was not a

factor in the gain scores of the students in the class, another analysis was

done using only one time period. Descriptive statistics have already been

given in Table 1. After performing another ANOVA, Table 5 below indicates

that there is still a difference between the use of video and the use of audio

in the class. (p=0.014<.05).
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Table 5. Analysis of VarianceOne Time Period

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ONE TIME PERIOD

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P

Students 9 16.375 16.621 1.847 1.25 0.277

Treatment 1 5.724 5.670 5.670 9.14 0.014

Students by Treatment 9 5.635 5.635 0.626 0.42 0.920

Error 96 142.300 142.300 1.482

Total 115 170.034

After reviewing the data thus far one more analysis was conducted. In

weeks 1-2 both pre-test and post-tests had six items while in weeks 3-12

only five items were given. The time was then divided into another two

periods as table 6 indicates.

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for Weeks 1-2 and Weeks 3-12

Video Audio

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Week 1-2 3.86 1.21 3.00 2.07,

Week :3-12 3.51 1.12 3.02 1.21

The differences between the means still indicate that the students performed

better after receiving the video instruction as opposed tn receivimr audio

instruction only. However, when an ANOVA was performed the results in

Table 7 were obtained.
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Table 7: Analysis of VarianceWeeks 3-12

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WEEKS 3-12

Source df Seq SS Adj SS Aclj l,1 F P

Students 9 18.259 13.351 2.039 1.75 0.091

Treatment 1 3.440 3.472 3.472 4.81 *0.056

Students by Treatment 9 6.432 6.432 0.715 0.61 0.782

Error 79 91.950 91.950 1.164

Total 98 120.081

This analysis indicates that while there is a slight chance that the

difference between six items on the first two tests and five items on the

remaining tests may be a factor, however the p value (.05<p=0.056) still is

low enough to conlude that the use of video was more effective than the use

of audio only.

In addition to the comprehension results, I also did a survey of

students opinion about. the use of the video clips (See Appendix A). Fourteen

questions were asked with responses of strongly agree, agree, undecided,

disagree, strongly disagree. The students were asked to circle the response that

showed their feelings about each question. The results were then tabulated by

assigning a numerical value from five to one. The highest value was given to

st rongly agree and the lowest, to strongly disagree. There were no disagree or

5( ).ongly disagree responses.

The means of all of the questions (See Table 8) fall between strongly

ogrec un,1 agree.
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Table 8: Survey Results

Survey Question Mean Standard
Deviation

1. The preview questions and. dfscussion helped
me to predict the video clip.

4.7 0.48

2. The preview questions were at a level that I
could comprehend.

4.3 0.48

3. The comprehension questions and discussion
helped me understand the video clip.

4.6 0.52

4. The vocabulary list was adequate for my
level of Chinese

4.4 0.70

5. The examples in the vocabulary list helped
me understand the words.

4.7 0.48

6. The video helped increase my knowledge of
the Chinese language

4.5 0.71

7. The video helped increase my understanding
of the Chinese culture.

4.4 0.70

8. The picture content of the video was
understandable.

4.7 0.48

9. The spoken language content of the video
was understandable.

4.4 0.70

10. The written language content of the video
was understandable.

4.2 0.92

11. I understood the content of the video. 4.5 0.71

12. I. would enjoy viewing and discussing other
Chinese video clips.

4.7 0.48

13. I would recommend this use of video to
other students or teachers.

4.7 0.48

14. I felt that the exercises were at t.he right
language level for me.

4.6 0.70

Question 1 had seven strongly agree responses and three agree responses.

Question 2 had three strongly agree responses and. seven agree responses.

Question 3 had six strongly agree responses and four agree responses.
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Question 4 had five strongly agree responses, four agree responses, and one

undecided response. Question 5 had seven strongly agree responses and

three agree responses. Question 6 had six strongly agree responses, three

agree responses, and one undecided response. Question 7 had five strongly

agree responses, four agree responses, and one undecided response.

Question 8 had seven strongly agree responses and three agree responses.

Question 9 had five strongly agree responses, four agree responses, one

undecided response. Question 10 had five strongly agree responses, two

agree responses, and three undecided responses. Question 11 had six

strongly agree responses, three agree responses, and one undecided

response. Question 12 had seven strongly agree responses and three agree

responses. Question 13 had seven strongly agree responses and three agree

responses. Question 14 had seven strongly agree responses, two agree

responses and one undecided response. The students agreed that the video

clips were useful to them.

From both the statistical analysis and student response it. appears

that the use of video in the classroom is more effective than the use of audio

only.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This study was designed to measure the difference of the effect on

students' learning with the use of television commercials with both audio and

video and commercials with audio only. The students were given pre-tests and

post-tests for each of the video and audio lessons. The results of analysis in the

previous chapter indicate that, although both methods produce gains, the use

of video is shown to be more effective than the use of audio alone.

Most of the analyses indicate that there was a significant difference in

students' comprehension when using video and audio. Some reasons that the

students performed better in the audio/video lessons may be that people

respond better to visual cues and that many people are from what might be

called the Television Generation. The video in television commercials is

especially designed to give many non-verbal cues. Material that might not be

clear in an audio-only context could be made more understandable with use of

the video. The audio-only approach did not offer as many cues to meaning and

students were dependent on the instructor to explain things not seen, if any

were offered.

There are various factors that could be investigated further. For further

studies the following factors should be considered:

5-1
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1. Teacher Bias

While I tried to maintain an unbiased approach to the presentation of

the lessons, there may have been some favorable bias toward the use of video

and some negative bias toward the use of audio only.

2. Teacher Training

If the video materials are going to be used by other teachers, training

would need to be given to the teachers to help them make the most effective

use of the materials. Lack of knowledge or ability on the part of the teacher

could definitely affect the way the students perform.

3. Test Design

All analysis indicates that there is a clear difference between the use of

audio/video and audio-only materials, but the one item of data as shown in

Table 7 in the previous chapter shows that there is some possible connection

with the change of number of questions on the tests. Future study will need

to have a consistent number of items in each of the tests and perhaps more

items on each test.

Looking- Ahead

It. occurs to me that the use of television commercials may have hail

more impact on the students than ordinary television broadcasting. Television

commercials usually have more color, action and increased sound volume than

does normal broadcasting. Yet it. is also possible that many people are used to

iimoring commercials. It might be worthwhile to also try different genre of
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programming, such as news broadcasts, talk shows, family dramas, etc. These

other types may have good effect on student learning.

In future years, it is likely that language classes will have more and

more materials presented to them that are video based. Careful selection of

material is essential to using video and audio in the classroom. Teachers will

need to be trained to select good material. Video in foreign language is not

good just because it is authentic. It also needs to have good language and

culture content. As computer assisted instruction begins to come into the

language classroom and multi-media presentations become more commonplace,

teachers will need to sift through all of the materials and select those that will

ultimately provide that goal of all language teacherscommunication! This

study indicates that video in the classroom is useful in helping listening

comprehension and should be considered as a part of future foreign language

learning environments.

Future versions of the videotape used in this research may have the

English titles changed to index numbers only. This would encourage the

students to follow the preview questions and discussion without any

preconceived ideas about the topic of the commercial.

Con cl us i on

The comments furnished by the students during the semester and on the

surveys indicated that they enjoyed learning from the video. They felt that the

use of video was generally more motivating. Some of their comments were:
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"The clip seemed fast, but after listening a couple times it was better.
I like the video clips."

"The video is a very good way for learning."

"This video portion of class helps to make things more exciting. The
different activities everyday help to keep my attention and interest."

"I didn't understand a lot because it was so fast, but I think that
repeated use will help that to be better."

"The words were spoken fast, but that's how it would be in
China/Taiwan."

"It is very useful and helpful but it is still very hard to understand
Chinesethey speak so fast!"

The fact that they enjoyed the commercials so much may contribute to

the affective domain. The enjoyment of the commercials and the presentation

may have helped to offset the stress that they felt in dealing with the speed of

t.he spoken language. This may help lower their overall anxiety level and allow

them to learn better.

Furthermore, the data showed that the use of video increases

comprehension. It should hel in long term learning. The analysis and survey

results support the thesis that use of video in teaching Chinese as a second

nguage will increase students' learning. I hope that the results of this

research will encourage other teachers of Chinese as a second language to

make more and better use of 1,;ideo in the classroom.
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Chinese Video Learner Questionnaire

Background Questions

Please answer the following questions to give us your background. Circle
the answers for the questions that have choices and fill in the blanks for the
other questions.

1. What is your sex? M F

9 What is your age?

3. What is your first lan&age?

4. have you studied Chinese Mandarin before? Y N

5. How many months have you studied Chinese Mandarin? (1 semester
= 4 months)

6. Where did you learn Chinese Mandarin?

7. Are you currently enrolled in a Chinese Mandarin class? Y N

If so, which class?

8. Which romanization system do/did you use?

9. What form of characters do you read? Simplified Traditional Both

10. Have you lived in a Chinese-speaking area? Y N

Where was that area?

How long did you live there?

11. Have you studied any other dialect(s) of Chinese? Y N

Please list it (them)

Where did you learn it (them)?

12. Have you studied any other foreign languages? Y N
Please list them.
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Module Learner Responses to Video

Please respond to the following items by circling the response that best fits
your feelings or attitude about the video, discussion, and exercises.

SA = Strongly Agree, A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disagree, SD =

Strongly Disagree

I. The preview questions and discussion helped me predict the video

clip.

SA A U D SD

2. The preview questions were at a level that I could comprehend.

SA A U D SD

3. The comprehension questions and discussion helped me understand

the video clip.

SA A U D SD

4. The vocabulary list was adequate for my level of Chinese.

SA A U D SD

5. The examples in the vocabulary list helped me understand the words.

SA A U D SD

6. The video helped increase my knowledge of the Chinese language.

SA A U D SD

7. The video helped increase my understanding of Chinese culture.

SA A U D SD

8. The picture content of the video was understandable.

SA A U D SD

9. The spoken language content of the video was understandable.

SA A U D SD

10. The written language content of the video was understandable.

SA A U D SD

11. I understood the content of the video.

SA A U D SD
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12. I would enjoy viewing and discussing other Chinese video clips.

SA A U D SD

13. I would recommend this use of video to other students or teachers.

SA A U D SD

14. I felt that the exercises were at the right language level for me.

SA A U D SD

Please use the following area for any suggestions or comments on the video,

questions or exercises.
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Copyright Clearance Documents

I worked with Mr. Kim L. Smith, a member of the faculty of the
Humanities Research Center, in drafting the letters requesting copyright
clearance for the television commercials. I felt that permission would be
granted more readily to a university rather than any one individual. Therefore
most of the correspondence written from BYU is signed by Xim Smith. Since
both of us had talked to Lee Chen-ching, we both signed the letter to him. The
texts of the various letters follow.
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May 5, 1992

Ministry of Education
Minister Mao Kao Wen
Chung Shan South Road
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Dear Minister Mao:

At Brigham Young University, we are currently developing an interactive
video/computer program for students of Chinese. The lessons in this program
will be used to enhance students' listening discrimination, comprehension skills
and cultural awareness. We are planning to use several different kinds of video
footage for the program. We have selected video clips of several commercials
which have both language and cultural content that would be very useful in
learning Chinese. We want the students to have an authentic look at modern.
China. The quality of many of the television commercials not only sells a
product but opens a small window on Chinese language and culture. We would
like to include them in the lessons we are creating. These interactive
video/computer lessons will ultimately be made available commercially to the
Chinese language programs at other public and private schools at the
elementary and middle school level and at institutions of higher education. At
present the United States Foreign Services Institute, National Foreign
Language Center, Defense Language Institute and The Ohio State University
are very interested in being able to use these materials.

I have written to the News and Broadcast Bureau of the Administrative Yuan
requesting permission to use these commercials. I am also writing to ask if you
could assist me in gaining permission to use and make copies of the various
Chinese commercials for the program we are producing. A prompt reply giving
approval will allow us to continue to develop this unique method of instruction.
Enclosed are transcripts of the commercials and a videotape of the commercials
that we would like to use. If we find other commercials that would be useful
for teaching Chinese, we will contact you.

Thank you very much for your help.

Sincerely,

Kim L. Smith
Associate Research Consultant
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May 5, 1992

Mr. Hu Chih-chiang
News Bureau
Administrative Yuan
#2 Tian-tsin Street
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Dear Mr. Hu:

At Brigham Young University, we are currently developing an interactive
video/computer program for students of Chinese. The lessons in this program
will be used to enhance students' listening discrimination, comprehension skills
and cultural awareness. We are planning to use several different kinds of video
footage for the program. We have selected video clips of several commercials
which have both language and cultural content that would be very useful in
learning Chi nese. We want the students to have an authentic look at modern
China. The quality of many of the television commercials not only sells a
product but opens a small window on Chinese language and culture. We would
like to include them in the lessons we are creating. These interactive
video/computer lessons will ultimately be made available commercially to the
Chinese language programs at other public and private schools at the
elementary and middle school level and at institutions of higher education. At
present the United States Foreign Services Institute, National Foreign
Language Center, Defense Language Institute and The Ohio State University
are very interested in being able to use these materials.

I have written to the Ministry of Education requesting their assistance in
gaining permission to use these commercials. I am also writing to ask if you
could assist me in gaining permission to use and make copies of the various
Chinese commercials for the program we are producing. A prompt reply giving
approval will allow us to continue to develop this unique method of instruction.
Enclosed are transcripts of the commercials and a videotape of the com mercials
that we would like to use. If we find other commercials that would be useful
for teaching Chinese, we will contact you.

Thank you very mud' for your help.

Sincerely,

Kim L. Smith
Associate Research Consultant
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May 5, 1992

Dr. Li Chen-ching
Director, Cultural Division
Coordination Council for North American Affairs
530 Bush Street, Suite 401
San Francisco, CA 94108

Dear Dr. Li:

Last November, Frances Lee Yu-fen and I mentioned to you that at Brigham
Young University we were developing an interactive video/computer program
for students of Chinese. The lessons in this program will be used to enhance
students' listening C iscrimination, comprehension skills and cultural
awareness. We are planning to use several different kinds of video footage for
the program. We have selected video clips of several commercials which have
both language and cultural content that would be very useful in learning
Chinese. We want the students to have an authentic look at modern China.
The quality of many of the television commercials not only sells a product but
opens a small window on Chinese language and culture. We would like to
include them in the lessons we are creating. These interactive video/computer
lessons will ultimately be made available commercially to the Chinese
language programs at other public and private schools at the elementary and
middle school level and at institutions of higher education. At present the
United States Foreign Services Institute, National Foreign Language Center,
Defense Language Institute and The Ohio State University are very interested
in being able to use these materials.

We have written to the Ministry of Education and the News Bureau of the
Administrative Yuan requesting their assistance in gaining permission to use
these commercials. We are also writing to ask if you could assist us in
encouraging them to give permission to use and make copies of the various
Chinese commercials for the program we are producing. If they could send
prompt reply giving approval, that will allow us to continue to develop this
unique method of instruction. Enclosed are transcripts of the commercials that
we would like to use.

Thank you very much for your help.
Sincerely,

Kim L. Smith
Associate Research Consultant
Frances Lee Yu-fen
Materials Developer
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Copyright Release Documents

A letter from Yen Rong-Chang, Director of the Department of Radio and
Telvision Affairs was received telling of permission to use and copy the
commercials for educational purposes. His letter addressed to Ms.(sic) Kim L.
Smith is included in this appendix. Agreement forms were received granting
permission to Brigham Young University to use and reproduce sixteen
commercials for educational purposes. One of the agreement forms appears in
this appendix and an English translation follows.
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Letter informing of Permission

September 4, 1992

Kim L. Smith
Associate Research Consultant
Humanities Research Center
3060 JKHB, Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
U.S.A.

Dear Ms. Smith:

We are happy to inform you that all of the copyright holders of the commercials, that you
mentioned last, except "The Eyes" and "The Sightseeing," have given you their permission to
use and copy the commercials for educational purposes. Enclosed are copies of the
authorization and consent papers which were transferred from the Taipei Association of
Advertising Agencies to this office the other day.

We hope these Chinese commercials will be of great help to your students. If you have
any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

68
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Rong hang Ye
Director,
Dept. of the Radio & Television Affairs
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Original Chinese Agreement
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Translation of Consent Form
Agreement Document

Rights to use and make copies for educational purposes of the commercial
video, with name and contents, listed in the attachment, which belongs to this
company, are hereby granted to Brigham Young University. It may not be used
for any other purpose. This is to be forwarded to BYU in the United States by
the Taipei Association of Advertising Companies.

Signers of this agreement document:

Company name: Yongxin Medical Products Company, Limited
//company seal appears on original document/I

Responsible Person: Li Tiande

Association Representative: Lianzhong Advertising Company, Zheng Ziyi
//seal appears on original document//

June, 1992

Name and contents

Exercise film

rlommercial contents (Lianzhong Advertising Company)

Grandson: "Grandpa, grandpa, look how many people are over there
exercising!"

Grandfather: "Of course, if you want to have a healthy body, you must
exercise more."

Grandson: "I want to go too!"
Grandfather: "OK! Exercising often limbers up the joints. It's good for

the body. Let's go!"

By exercising everyday, you can lighten up the things you do.
Respect life, maintain health

Yongxin Medical Products!
Form Authorizing Use of Materials
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APPENDIX C: VIDEO LESSON TEXT
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

Amg,. A_M-IPPE41:tralh4- ?

?

44-t,4itkotA ? ?

Ric144-1- ? ?

B. Predicting questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

II. Viewing

4-2Ttikkift&A ii4j*,, ?

itiff1711;1211L,U*3.1.-W14-3- ?

AVIA-St** gillta-t ?

Altxrak,Sit flit& * ?

III. Recall any 10 words heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the Commercial Information sheet (CIS).

Make copies of the page in the back of the text.

V. Comprehension questions

1 13-..A4t1A vtt; Orit-tr ?
2.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

*r 4-7

imitt )44.?
VAAAALLIA21,84t.? A ?

;7Aliff2AeLtk.itki 1 ? A ?

A-*/*3.1-1.4-V; rcl, ?

A71-1-ViA
Altfiga-AlaiciAtat ?

iMtpx44-*
01:AA ?

(a)
Qiltt**12** ,

frATT
* ! 3: E- !

I*1 , INZ,k !
JArivali**, *it, io
-e-Akt/A!

(01*)
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±fl
1. VA ktu xirig ta'ng "chewing gum"

What brand of chewing gum do you like?

2. * ging "green:blue"

Vitt
I like blue mountains.

3. ja'i n "arrow"

bow and arrows

4. A plan "piece"

I have a stick of chewing gum.

5. bian to become; to change"

It 44-X.5$ !

You've become more beautiful!

6. jiagle "price"

'2 7k01-1-Viz
What's the price of this pack of gum?

7. bzrozhugng "pack"

A-11-11,kit t-UM-3-14821k.
I like the new packaging of the gum.
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S. gru* Itio she-rig "the sound of gongs"

i.-14-4.-6D7A11;11.1:511M
One can hear a. lot of gongs during the new year.

9. w niai "to buy"

,

What are you buying, sir?

Further discussion

1. 17411E7 *MO P1
2. $0114141-n* -tiMcITiAl-Q**A?
3. Altit*.11-14)Vidk ri Vitkhtm7,11-A7 ?
4. 4frs)7AAitki[11-klii-IL-VA ? A1-t-Ak?

Exercises

I. 7t.04.... (True "0" or false "X")

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

**t2VVMA-A A
Veri-A--E- A

4- IMeic t 1
**t271;141%,(i3V-(itrii:

x3 A 7:134-4-Vit-
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II. N).1* (Filling the blanks)

A. 4.-M.12! 271q4 , A %_LJL 1f7t8-T-1.

A , P. WI

6-1t7141, Ake7A.!

B.

* *! Ix,
nIJ, 7ltJ,

III. a.* 4141-ff (Romanization & translation)

1. MP:
2. t:77kIA
3. 1W4
4.

5.

IV. itt (Sentence making)
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V. I-la (Translate the clip into English)
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-Y-C4

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ?

2. ?

3. 41-AVIWA3119-A-*14sc ?

4. it1111-0A 'AM+ ?

5. RIC3g'.1k44.7t?-4341PA ?

G. M11-1.*.4-1-A.41.404-Tt'A ?

B. Predicting questions

1. ?

2. V.IrTifiLt* 511 CAA_ ?
3. ?

4. 1API*Aftt41'fti*?
5.

G. iftfririfitAltit). ?
7. -CVIriltkfkl.r-±-4-11P+1101 ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.
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V. Comprehension questions

1.

2. itIAA kft,441-- ?
3. &-t-741A-0,1Ai.?
4.

5. itneliCta. ?
6. itiftlfl4Y-44tril?
7. V44---kAilkAYrta?
8. itirtaSAR0414-PA itA?-4`'A ?
9. ftIPIZArlit+TPA''t ?
10. AfFIZ415;7APA§K?
11. T-4-3/47t0Ou ?

AbARAXP4-ILM-Ph
Abliat1W4-11;41/04-

boAl.Lffl 11- !

,

1U-4i-43114;M
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1.1M014]

. 3f pirig "bottle"

, A,Mic -1-4Mfrc

vase, bottle, soda bottle, milk bottle

zhdang "packed"

4.g. bottled, canned
trj,i1A -41.4%1:AA(
Please give me a dozen bottles of pop

3. bKojitii "preserved"

4. xrannvai "fresh milk"

4rni5LA-**.c
Fresh milk is the most nutritious.

5. oq dicitie "indeed"

44;0;001.14- ?

Do you really know about this?

6. bt4,r; jlaie "heated"

4141,kiP2Avit0Elt0A?
Do you like heated food?

7. ir-itO-ng "one telephone call"

A4)11-l-fiW-6"

If there's anything, give me a call.
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8. re, dianhua telephone".

The phone rang.

9. itgil scingeto "to deliver to"

Please send the book to the Li's.

Further discussion

1. tti.1tM-4 "1344.W.ML"
2. ****`:*? iffrA-7-4112tit& ?
3. 40-4)A-Alt ? 4ttrARic-4-t? Ait&?
4. "f9+41e4111 *AA A[VAIMIZ ?

Exercises

I. AA-kk

1. .11AV
2. ifttlituLTA".
3. 4t1414k7A hlitflt-h-ItAtO
4. 1tIftt.SA*Ia.x.P:f4L,A.4-11A
5. 119-kftirliA*14*A.P.f.114-01(i.ah4-AmpA 0

6. *.A1P1O'ITNA00...+3T411
7. itiffigVittk-Ral5D7APA.fliAT-IL/ 0
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31-/JPI*

1.

2. *Ajfkg.4*57.54-/L VT* .

3.

4. 0.vt-vtit .

iM
A. *1 : A ! A411 !

1. *
2.

3. frfl

4. A'

5. %F

6. It

B.

.\Tb5. iftAJU

6.

C. !

2. 4
3.

4.

82
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IV. e434 lg. MIT k
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*AA

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ift4oXiititikri..--kcilgS ?
2. 411-425C-4tou :Ut.,---;k7 ?
3. iftl*A-ZA4c2X:aliVsfV143 ? 57' 7..404;k. ?
4. 14-,4-itkit2X-41RAt1 ? 41-40,4t1P9 itMSVPI, ?
5. ift,/itiVIVIAIA111:rg ?
6. ik A r1A-iita-T4it?

B. Predicting questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

II. Viewing

III. R.etell any 20 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

it5likkft&C-4,- ?
it.1[04-1 11iLkti-4-1-ikEl+MVk ?
CPIATF13`, A- i'll-t41- 67 ?
Airit2TAti Ittgill-titliA- ?
41riti-A-51lAigli.? WM'. fikk1tfik NI% ?

84
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V. Comprehension questions

1.

2. ita*-±At-i-Itr4i6-C13?
3. 4-tzt2g-MjMte-01-1gliAA?
4. itkit&P ?

5. Altikit.41FM1:7*.?
6. *Jill TN 11:1=13M; ?

7. kifihirte-At?
8. itAritiVRT-At? ?

9. ithL41-0 1 Qit?
10.

",tql ,

, 1*PF51?

!

it-titra-÷ ,

411A , 1:1 *.t..44-111 !

it-ttriffit-30-Atrf
itkoke.eR , 4T! itakEAR.titirl"

, iL14-4-rfAt4

tgA
85
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1.1140#1;t7

1. ri,Sitt2a g-o-nglit "freeway"

-4-ithug...131.1t); , aft, rifi 1

The speed on the freeway is very fast. You must

drive carefully.

2. saiclie "traffic jam"

°A- ! Airl-kik§i
Oh! Another traffic jam. It looks like we'll be
late.

3. 410) lrwit "presents"

glittP , ift-kfti*#*?
Christmas is coming. What present do you want.?

4. *E., Ailia "mouth"

*AIM 441-T.
You really have a sharp tongue!

5. 43k. ying "hard;stubborn"

1tAl1giMitk_Pt4t 4X3M;1112I8
He is always stubborn and reluctant to admit

mistakes.

6. "in fact"

IthVI-AAAVA9t
He looks fierce. In fact,

nature.

,

he has very good
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7. alb liyou "reason;excuse"

4-4443t tI ---1-1all-44kAavil
Please give 100 reasons why you love rne.

VI. Further discussion

1. JEWliricAtEtzicviii-A4147VtikTH ?
2. 14.4.7zAVL*AUVXM04-41413(-4- ?
3. 14.49A1-114X4164741A*AA:)ligiliA51?
4. ri-it-4-*011+0 44-4-7-get/M147±;*?

5. 4144-4*M1110 444-Ziti14-1X4C,t4Itef1t ?
6. itt.44A-.. kkialVA-t- IA 2%..t:g5 ? 'ft&

itot;k?

Exercises

I. AAA_

1.

2. ift-trali-litT T=7*.
3. ItTI:HMAIS/rfig--kethgVA
4. iti14)3WAA-4-1*:61-
5. ro
6. "e.E v)) TI:1*
7. 'VEn-t_JvRtz ", *AI

IA-1=7*
8. t4Ahj 04*#to
9.

87
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JAA.,7%

1. ?

2. 11-3*-

3. °

4. 1:7*--tt41
5. 4r, , iftktguttit.ipi.

III. TriTIrrilgat

Iv. 446#4-7-09*1111K4
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Xt74

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. it-t-itkvtittITM ?
2. 4114-VARMIM-Iiii.n?

3. it-A-MA:ga+94140.*?
4. 1tik4104A041-k.14? Alt&?
5. 44.4-44410JW4A.Wilki-A ? A/f-1-&?

B. Predicting questions

1. itYriltA.1]-&-&-tr ?
2. CTIA#4-4011-1-Itt67?
3. kirrTlititlitgliti* fr. ?

4. OA:flit fik.311,. 1-1-&fhtif ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.

2. klifttilt4?
3. 1At2-1.641.k1t&iglif?
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4.

5. it.115-4VarobgS? AirniVig-0-4A?
6. -1-1224±At"WPA?
7. 1.illJR.4-5-***VgVt.,?
8. 1..t.intgOiCS71-111/4444-44?
9. (4. ? ?

10. "J 'MA." 44h4A-fift?

ntA4AM-pi

vi=i4AAAI

ttg14011;k.

1. flt anjugn "egg rolls"

, iirEAM1f-4t.
I like sweet and crisp egg rolls.
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2. -dangman "those year"

-g math !

I was a well-known athelete in those days!

3. rensi-ii "to know"

ift-ON*SIA ?

Do you know that person?

4. AtitiQ chanxialg "gluttonous look"

itvtACA-40+-itki-t.101,4Q
He has a gluttonous look whenever he eats ice
cream.

5. mei xiavngda'o "unexpectedly"

!

I didn't expect you would really come!

G. J1.4 cli-uxin "to appear"

ItitAkg;14.43t
He has appeared on campus quite often recently.

7.
-fanban "reproduction"

44;4014-4-&44-Aft M jAitEh's) M !

You look so much like your mom. You are her
exact image!

Further discussion

1.

2.

itipiartv,LAA?
ititsem)wfv/11,4-Aov?
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3. 444.77ANIA..-t/15***-4.tA ? ?

4 itilk 4AA ? 1.-41-c:D7A40, 40tNIA ?

5. 4t3A4Ail4P `4AANIAA-1-1-41441:A ?

Exercise

I . 2:t....4Mg. (True "0", or false "X")

1. f; k
9. IYAtita*ut+44-4t-

0

3. leAga*
4.

5. J. 11: ± h41X-T--*44-ifMtith.
6. 3 ./41,h1A-TZ4ifikt"54.
7.

8.

"A" Vc4lik-T- tr. 1.0X-5-
f41 10X-5MAMA

M(Cloze test)

v1-.S.44:RAA- 1[11 WFU'Iblea

4:63(Sentence making)

92
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IV 4114 (Translate the clip into English.)
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ifttAt-A-ia--J-131441,-,0114-A-$- ?
2. 4f14.07E1C3.taik$11/14tLkiti*? A1-1-& ?
3. 461..h47k4ii*Aftlt-A-Rft31-t,-A-1-61641JL- ?
4. 1-1-&2t4101):11,4-kl[*.tfkM)* ?
5. ift ? Aita- ?

B. Predicting questions

1. 44-4-itiAl-i-12 wigi ? 4V11A-.14-9-litk
?

2. ?

3. ?

4. A:?f,4 ? *Alf ok.31-;t-4t&*1, ?

5. it.14&44 1 OTTfibUti. ?

II. Viewing

III. R.etell any 20 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1. ?

94
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

?

-41141L-t.40,2A , Vt/44-304-)

ral ?

A-1-i-itT ?

it.1[04-A.4.4,41 iLIL3 *ROA ? Ariz&
?

7. 41 firiA1HL-1w*51)*31.t-----Airt-JA;rA ?

8. AirrD;A*g,i 111 fit CtcrigS ?

9. ?

* ?

10. ?

fivtA

179g

,

,

5t1;2,IP-
it-jfirc4v&K
JA-A*4 !

,

!

1.-04140 A-1;k

1. niiviie "New York"

95
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New York is the largest city in the U.S.A.

2. b-ali "Paris"

Paris is the capital city of France,

3. lundu-n "London"

it-±M-A,a44-7-4t*
The Thames River flows through London.

4.
a 1./

zhichi "very close"

5.

Ash
The road to success is very close.

xrangang "Hongkong"

Hongkong was called the "Pearl of the Orient."

6. dii ci wii ei "unique; the only one"

OiStig
This is the only restaurant in town.

7. AI wanxiang "every phenomenon"

Spring conies round to the earth again and

everything looks fresh and gay.

96
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8. zhi "of" (formal)

1751 it t-;A-
I agree with you 100 percent.

9. du "capital;center"

Vtk
Hong Kong is the center of everything.

Further discussion

1. 14-4144-1712* ? rLtaiLf*_E_Wic 14 A
1-f-V4>31-tt-Oak r'e:i14-14R4kitiV. ?

?

2. l''s/t4c7"`P A-ifty*R41%? ift40:414 ?

3. 44:410frAt2 , kitiklUg aftf444.4A7414 gifSili.0
45* ?

4. 14-4,7A Miti*-60:14411.A-,9[4, ?
5. ift4-AVAAll ifiWk Ae-a1Z-%§ ? e., 64j

4+LTA?
6. T ki_t_31-WaiWirRA.0 :

, , , , FIKA5'st: , ,

,

Exercises

I. 7%...44 (True "0" or false "X")
1. ii-J.ET4i2dil
2. al-jfk.e.,
3. IiAA--

97
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4.

5. itif* Tglai4
6. itigAA-ik 0

7. 111A.

8.

9. itVit:/.4
10.

fl .,67

01: itit, A., WA, LZ,
IVETkif..aVq , 4!!2A.10A., XTA

IVEA*40
1. 4itk, 'Ott, qik
2. I, ft.vt, *X, --PU, 115I.
3. , k *7k 43.
4.

5.

iff4e4-t-03-514441-sfAA--
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1.

2.

3. 4P141-117***?
4. Antlfzi/V/M061Pit ?

B. Predicting questions

1. itlErtiLkita iA-tr ?
2. Aftlkil+A-Vilti/Xt ?

3. AIM-AA+ -1 litg'ilt& *131?
4. A1119-tikee*gAIAA.?
5. Itlf19"tiLtak4-14-11**?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1. ?

2. Ittk.-1[AMIA-ti?.?
3. Wftaitti- ?

99
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4. ?

5. ?

6. VelltAlt&Vitliitat ?
7. ItilMOWAit*TN-g-k-±it.?
8.

9. ?

10. liki"'IgUtirft.40.410Ftflt ?

volt ,A4

&-ti- 09 5:4

"tircgt24.01,M.1,--F I
"itiaami+ligwt osil.

, vim* A- tot ?

rtall-PartAltriPitto
,

itilgitAMRAtagt a

It14t7g)A-

1. fitt.4 Ordirig "eyes"

Her eyes are big and shiny.

2. yingi-ai "should"

ilivt51-AA-4X4k. a

You should've come to me first.

100
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3. 10- xiuxli "to take a rest"

41g , 41(1140AAILT
I'm tired; I think I should take a rest.

4. P.Aft jUli "distance"

The distance from school to my house is about
two miles.

J . 4Tit hnxiang "seem to"

4V.V14-11MRIVFAR4
We seem to have met somewhere before, haven't
we .

6. ii.t. jin "close to;near"

tot, , Wt.
ititilWarcA ?
Do you live near close by?

7. A ria "to lie on one's stomach"

?

What are you doing lying on your stomach
on the floor?

8. *AL alicliu "in a dark place"

Tfikeriati-Cti 12-0
You can't study in a dark place.

9. iv shang "to hurt"

ifirk% 1 c: ?

Did you get hurt?

101
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10. h'rti "still, yet"

Art
I don't know your name yet.

v 1111. en ging please"
-sta.
Come in, please.

12. bLg "help"

ttfitA--F4T:;?
Would you please help me for a moment?

13. z1;'a.ou "to take care of"

44444-1410,4A e2f-i
You must take good care of yourself!

Further discussion

1.

9.

3.

4.

6.

7.

IVA-TN-A.3*4V* Vti*T4V-i
?

Eic31-taR.4*-A.A.filk-A-A.410At ?

1-il+kftl-t-Z4VMAIPIOrgut?
At T-A-Mitfig;--i-TI-J;Af,4141(?

4A-5-0i1Rut*-kkAMAA?
It-R-ZAIfik,firi*-5-04Mt?

1t,61-1At4149-? -40'41.44-4fLulhAt , ifir4.00A-1-fiL
404A-A41-4 141 MA141 ? 40VIA4Ret Tkffk-ki , 444

ArLIFIT-FTI-S436?

102
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Exercises

1. AAA.

1. 114A-5-4Atik
2. 441Vilt.flit froOMI.: 1
3. AgAIRAftkettilWAIWIL
4. g4Me(±
5. Tkr.+-* Z.
6.

7. Amis-odwoittAyi.ofJ--**-
8. atlistA44$1.-TAtte",03L.
9. niVZA--tA4All
10. ,

fithAl:ET6701-116-

1t.e_40- fiC f1+0 1 ,

T 1
A.V4 , , 4Mf/ 12Miz

: A,Z.13MtA 2tiAl*A.1.7

44.-TO %Tk, ,

qtut Airtik0 1a4-1.
ittk**--3-!

4e,--FV143-rMiLl:-iAt#-063-5-0

1. yes 24.# ligfit T 14J 1 ?

2. +It. P-Aft 31:11 2k.irt. 1 !
3.

103
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4.

5. trl Vit 'OA+ 11P1t 1th4.3

Iv. 21.4e-4,4-71)9Z-111-4A-4

104
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t4A1,43

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. trall VM-ts Pr' 1E1 ?

2.

3. 474A AILittlit& ?
4. 1:1Atir=k.w1cit-kik'f-t4?

B. Predicting questions

1. i:_kirtif44-11Lico*-1A Pi=
2. il.:1ffiCtrk4gterittitr-41-g;4-4A ?
3. itirMtrAffk** It& ?
4. AfPrrtILfirgqiti*t 67?
5. A1IASIV11-1-&*-/A ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.

2.

3.

14:_kftiLt vt130&-t-t?

Alti* tzkft44-5- ?
105
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'42 4AZ,

4.-#7-09g

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A-A*11\4.13M ?
itirlkiti* IA*?
1L1P1 ?

t1t?
? 4ait-10.4A--1±11X ?

41X1;flt., , 4-TZ:441419. ?

441.°Pi ! Aftl-kM.Alt -Al 1
iktvrq ! , 4t4EX,Q404--31-t
A sti-A-P.A. ,

, titi-T.U4-11-40
itZkt,--41A1* -R-TA &-tf

"13'fffl ifytk.M

z-74-. 4Aittitq..4
fri 03Z1I-ft"

PLAft
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1. a 57, "to get together"

gat 58

V,11-443(101+Niki*A-.
We should take some time to get together.

2. zfiongqiu "the Mid Autumn Festival"

124ktirs,

"like
The fifteenth day of the eighth month is the
Mid Autumn Festival . On that night, people
watch the moon and eat moon cake.

3. t dagrarn "of course"

: -te,V,M*APraol?

A: Do you remember me?

B: Of course I do!

4. A 99c, yiielialg "the moon"

Uf)41 A ff-t5c.11 , ,

The moon of the Mid Autumn Festival is the
fullest, the brightest, and the prettiest.

5. PW he zm le "to get drunk"

iffr,X.10-1
You are drunk again.
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6. -t-TN,-Vos yao bu ra.n "otherwise"

1t,--5,Z;* , ?

He is definitely not coming. Otherwise, why

isn't he here?

v
7. ken want;would li "ke

,

Will you listen to me?

8. vgat hi-osuo "nagging;babbling"

vVP3417 vtilatt
4-0.A10;41kkoll.
Young people don't like nagging.

9. xa.4-;" lie "box"

?

What is inside this black box?

10.
P1

shVangyne to watch the moon"

4kft*--A-Rick,t frj?
Where are you going to watch the moon for the

Mid Autumn Festival this year?

11. Yi:ci "together"

Airi-kAfigli VIA ?
Shall we walk home together?

108
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13. SEA" jil-tociirig "friendship"

ILIPIX/14).3Ziff fA-11.
The two of them have a very close friendship.

VI. Further discussion

1. ? Sc_r illatuloA? Alt& ?
2. iititAL? Alt& ?
3. 1ta.405-3(1113--kAt*? iii 44*AI TA 0-0

1?; ?

4. Ti2 1411kitli , 4-4t A-11-&4+44 ?

5. it1ll444crilleafklMcv`17405itt-tk? 1111-41Aitk
frc4-1040PS%? Att.& ?

Exercises

I. k04.

1.

2.

3. itirlfftA.APLA
4.

5. ---1111110- 1
6. PA AMA. I TN-fitit,-4
7. 11).A.Am'ArVil ttiffIT4
8. ittilitTte.Ritit* o

9. ItiPIPMAA-03titT41-A.M4T0
10. -A-VitITIMSA11+11'31X-3rA
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IL YEAT6P:137-5-

-RaVe44- 44/1 *ZA

1. 4-ViIZA, , °Pr ?

2.

3. it 44124A ?
4. t2,44-

5. itZk ?

6. 1-&-3,10AUPP*1 ?

gl-F\EAVIVRA-4Stk-*-0

1 . xt* 2 . )14 A. 3 . 67 4 .

5. t 6. 4* 7. t fl 8.

IV. 014e-44-1)9501144-4k

110
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it§h1:43

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ift4A4i)4A-11A? 41rlitd4-1L44CIA
Atm?

2. ? El Alii4k4r14tikillh ?
3. it§h41*4-1-14t?
4. iti.SAiXthit2-1MAAAAA-- fal ?

'al*?
5. itfhltl-1111M1411.41-1-4 M ?

6. itizAiX0401[4)..64-itil.A-MA? A'it&?

B. Predicting questions

1. ii-21-fitatRI-1A0 #.-tr?
2. AVM% fa kilt&
3. Alfit.:91E tat*gqift&I67 ?
4. $1,4-7 .1i14JiAE:#+10k#144-t-Vhilf ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.
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V. Comprehension questions

1. 11-.:A.Va4 tro hiq &-ty ?

?

-tAttiVItivtiti* ?

4.44M Arilk3114tikiXth ?
I ?

?

8. 1.13tit04121t4
9. 15T71AA.4.--kikit4 ?

-tric31.kr A-It& ?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

ilth"4

44--,139g

: 41-4Eicit4f7A4.ixt-A!
"tmor--r! it-t4

Itori! "

"4-T! %-"rgliJAVFI-r--1, 14-Atitmorff!

itj3D;A*541$011.

WitAl
*4-::-=Fo!
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I.M40#1A-

1. itfh yilndolig "exercise"

ift-T-E1+40fPft&iXth ?
What exercise do you usually like to do?

2. TPA- feye "grandpa"

iVe.AtIVe.'A.41(ii414J15( itikL
My father's father is my grandfather. I call

him "yeye".

3. angn-:.n. "surely"

"ift-0-3-iik 201 ? " !

"Do you enjoy Chinese 201?" "Of course I do!"

4. ilt/A jillnk.alg "healthy"

Getting exercise every day may keep you

healthier.

5. Mt? siTenri "body;health"

41(forrAIM-kl, **IA-
I am not in good health recently. I get sick

very often.

6. htiodolg "to move about; to exercise"

.gL4.-T , fe,c Ar.01-6ath.
The weather got better; lots of people are

moving around outdoors.
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7. A.Aijt jTngvu "bones and muscles;joints"

Ar§.117t--c-D7A;-6-fiJAVIt

Running frequently may loosen up the joints.

8. ta.; qi-ngsong "light;relaxed"

ift-tigAN:Oimar:k0-T-ii'F
He finished his daily work with ease.

9. -411 bIndilo "to get something done"

)1.-tVJ , AA-PitTJ'Ifi4
If one works hard, there is nothing he cannot

accomplish.

10. 4- ziinzliOng "to respect"

lat IgiA.-0TAiuV#7-4.1-
Chinese respect teachers very much.

11. shengming "life"

ct, 1
When people die, they are lifeless.

12. Afta w'eihNu "to defend, to maintain, to keep"

1 Aft4144-Aitil. , ift,3/fRi-t§h
To keep your health, you must exercise.

13.
At. 11art yaopm medicine"

alt.A._4x2Wikvra ?
Are vitamins food or medicine?
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VI. Further discussion

1. itig14#2414Lt.-t- ii4jkfta- ?
2. 44.44AMAMEtz iA1A-trgAIA ? Mt& ?
3. tifti? 44A5(--m-4-k-ea?

?

4. 'ft MORA MA.* OA* ?

V-ATA ? T4ItkiElh4 ? 1tv1h4jAll-k-m ?
Alt& ?

5. , ItVcriElhO4nA

Exercises

I. A.44

1. *12t 1 `Aht14.0.X
2. `4MA7c.i110,4<-
3.

4. ilkirrilAVIlifihtt-t-VCIA
5. )sat.A.--t-ito.
6. WA "*.."
7. 1-1.01W*0;173*
8. --tivA-4-Imi ftlibtitftsfalt 40-;t:gz
9. 41.EVA514i3titT hWtt

1. yundong 2. shenti

3. huodong 4. jingu

5. qingsong 6. zunzhong
115
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IV.

7. shengming 8. weihu

9. jiankang 10. ycyc

417,1%Ag

iPPf PK! *-tAlt*
itfhPri!

: "Atxt---!
"4-1! %-1;;*0 opr , A-Atm-pp

,

, f3tS

)4) "-R.-II...it-R...." itAkTh.

1.

2

3.

4.

itiX0Aft ,

,

, tLt 1411h

.11.405A,0- ,

t-qm-Jvi/k ,

V. -446-4,095)44114442k

116
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. "t4Alit"
2. 4kfir-1-14-ift,4-.-R-

*ft
3. Egt,_T-4)F.ifiteft4k.V1641t4-it-kftT ?

41-4 ?
4. _T-fiFil+VMItit0 ?

B. Predicting questions

1. vrfikA..)*-0,01 Tro A--tr ?
2. ?

3. gqi-t.44,10 ?

4. CtiqVIV51ilt, ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the cli1).

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1 .A-A-44h4gfr#2-A?
2. itiglryt-t-y-404-V-11, ?
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3. 41PITT37AA4511 "itt,V hiltifrA ? 4171-1-&?

4. itflittV444-4Thik-41A.?
5. 43011-1141S+dAIWTf]?
6. "1*-11i4" 2t4V-i1k? r'e:fiLIVItitPX?
7. fik*141.-A-Alk.11-% ? 4411-37AMAtik*A?
8. &-tr A-E-T--41Prt-fit't441/i ?
9. &-tr A-ift&§hifiFA.T-9-37A4treCh41 ?

10. CPULEHIT5D7A

hErk 4-e (441-29-1q )
fik,VAiM-rstA-0

(6,011-Zik, 41-Alkii, *WM)
Irtait-#1, 'ZitAk*I4MA-330,57,t,
t,k-Juitx.i. El $-±g-tmlutot-f--

( 71( , W-* , A*71( , ;Lb

NAV4-e,
7tg_*,

±.131-4alf1A-

1. IttV yivnxii/ig "invisible"

Heart disease is an invisible killer.
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2. -f-e shOuto "gloves"

/ 4440E41 rfil A7t.ff'sck-t.0
Gloves and scarves are important in wintcr.

3. shiyan "experiment"

He works on his experiment in the lab everyday.

4. ta-11)1 zhengm/"Ing "to prove"

fr:Tgetit.4)111(k1004.0%Ft. 14.
Experiments prove that water is a mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen.

5. 11/177,41-1" xi/ngcheng "to form"

kig*ifa. ,

People squeezed together and formed a wall of

flesh.

6. 4t bYaoli.0 "to protective; protective"
pEJ

, timeipich.4-4-E.6ri4AA
When you go out in winter, you'd better have

some facial cream to protect your skin.

7. nio "membrane"

44-1-fiViith4J-I-JMA,4*-4)140
Handcream puts a protective membrane on youi

hands.
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8. suanji "acid"

fikAlkA--.4.0A111.
Acid is a poisonous liquid.

9. g/ejue "to insulate"

411-6/A54,101-014rt-t-Al:tL
The thick glass insulates from outside noise.

10. weixIn "dangerous"

, PA -t-Mfe-Jk.
Driving is dangerous when there's ice on the

road.

11. at qivngliiu "please don't"
atvA.):1 Please don't smoke; No smoking
46164"-.."4,..i De not enter

12. m/ofaiig "to copy; to imitate"

ij ,4034.4g,k44fitAA
Children like to copy adults.

13. M..7;k yVouxiao "effective"

it.11A-A-VdoK5?
Is this method effective?

14. 4vyou yitao "valid, sharp"

You are really sharp!

120
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VI. Further discussion

1. it1 A4-ti4C4174tfilf--1 301 ?

?

2. Mt& "MA-11. , t ?

3. 1ff407"r1k)1141.447"*? Aft& ?
4. 14AM flEW kftikA ?

ItiVa 1J ?

Exercises

I. AAA. (True "0" or False "X")

1. tii111V-f-*A-M MAL
2. PM hi, fit 444 41-T-AWitik
3. PiptitV4-e):TTait-r*Tik )4]
4. frigeD7A ;113)1 P-A Igt 4--*M41 Tf]
5.

6. 44'5 PAOAktritte,01
7.

8. fief 1-fikiit-f--
9. -4441 44
10. 477dit.t-f-A" iibt-bt,#) -41+

i (Cloze test)

(1-1-.011-e,1 )

*RA , fiL VA fa.
(0.0.1-ZO , )

ir , 'e..itfif01151iLVfk
121
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_fiE41.1 El fa* tif*Alli141
(5$671c, *I-, 5,(1/1., ;r1/3.)

Arlit -f--,
(a, , 0..*, 1-lit gil)

)f] "it....11i..." et.:4T6/4-t57 0

ifl : rie:fiLA-3t*N0Laktl.
r.--,ittilit*Itillik,A-33ecirML.

o

1. 4.1(PCUICA .

2. itS 1 Ailt± El .

3. itAZIAgii4r-1:".
4. AT4vitift4A.SV-f-e0
5. Ar-: 63 IlcitUcl -tiLtit--Titiltt+ .

IV. 611-14 (Translate the clip into English)
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X*

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. it- El itir14,41kCillik101- ?
2. ft4+A-111311411,?
3. X-3-1-X-M.E113thi-M?

4. ifttlagA#F-40*, ?

5. )710141+1.4.- Sift& 14 ?

B. Predicting questions

1. 'ilLigl)0;-t-t .514L-t ?

2. kirrrifitfir glift-Vg0 t ?

3. ---IMITTlit*-0:,5111-f-VM ?

4. kfill-fiLiltzgq1-11/14011-** ?
5. #CtriEfiliiOfflitVtIVI ht:J*.fi ?

6. ?

7.

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.
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V. Comprehension questions

1. ri-A4-1-&&xn04:4--1 ?
2. atitazkitiv0v5-- ?
3. --4-Ascryl 1,1721AA0 Dr; ? 41?
4.

5. itt'AAtiEliitAitirlig5tvt ?
6. 3#4. Phitimg5tot ?
7. itirlt14-itigig5tiftritt-14X4 ?
8. itig*trf14JPif4k#N-h4V-Wk0 ?
9. 5A-trtxtrAitilAT'D7AlitklmAfkft)IVItt-Elk

th ?

XI- AA

(Jim)
A3rc!

Avotir74,
,

!

vrAfam,
,

XRc.!
4t4X.0$4444K ,

ARcg.51-
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±t15 C-A-

1 . )r(.. q.u..n "spring"

7jSI1C / ARC
itAZi14AUICYiff9.5-#:

The spring water here is clean and cool.

2. '*4- siiijie "the world"
?

Do you know how many countries there are in the

world?

3. g5t "juice"

44174.* (g ) t, Scf4 (g ) 5-1- ( g ) 51-

orange juice, pineapple juice, grape juice

P8*ailt'A-11- "S
I love to drink ice cold juice in the summer.

4. lirigda "leading"

A-- f-5-01-4A4-411h4-111 ?

What is the leading brand of grape juice in the

U.S.?

IZ:7* kCuwei "taste"

14vAkitik-4100*?
What kind of taste do you prefer? Northern or

southern?
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0. A. 1T 14=J zhenshi de "real; true"

s4ANA-rmaiic*.
This is a true story.

Ale ../
7. pezou "tempo"

**IA-PHA P14-1-40.1AitA
The youth enjoy the fast tempo of rock music.

8. h h zirain de "natural"

h 3171c 1 1

Everything happened naturally.

9. sh-eng;in "sound"

itkiii***?
Listen! What's that sound?

10. VrAf xinxi;i:n "fresh"

1 1 .

WfrP:f OA(
I like fresh fruits.

v . .
meiwei "delicious"

ititit-AAA-4411 !
This dish is extremely delicious!

19. yu "be going to" (formal)

I will go with the wind.

13. di (to drip)

126
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She was so sad that her tears dripped down.

14. 5L 1i (to flow)

-141-! 4X-t-5A,E7/1(I!
Mmm, it smells good! It's making my mouth water!

15. 4 411 zlruang-ui "display case"

f5111-fe 110.g.4-41.
There are many clothing display cases in the mall.

16. J3f shIngZhi (on the market)

Z.gi , 1117)LE*
Summer has come. Watermelons are on the market.

Further discussion

1. itiff144:-2WAACIT-A94-0/11.7tAtAml? Aiti*?
2. b-LLigl&-trilVia- ftk.-TIMV1114.A.O.Mli.M1? 4X1P9

"TiAlftilfi31-t440:*? Alta.?
3. 1I-413t7t "4t4X." Wriff-Virt? #1 "41A" f±

ft&410033-tX.?
4. glitiV3tAA- t1134 ?

5. AitlixakhAot.s-fi-IE?

Exercises

I. 14TA,

1.

° *P/13 ii6VC it
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4.

ifiA:Al*

-e4Aitii4.1 'at*, IX!
,

IX!
.VtAl , IA-

,

IAA:Al NM-

128
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4. --A-40

. -1-*

7. h ikkiii--J

8. Pif:

0. C:1*

10. X-5-t-

IV. -S-VeA-t-d9g.ilig-A44k .

129
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Xi-

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ?

2. te,T4M+Itifilf)?-4-411WI-V ?
3. I*1144MtA-f? MA.% ?
4. it* 1; 4c/N1A_Ifi -ks'KS ?

5. italtik'firYA ?
6. ?

7. itT'D%Afea,t*El*ZA ?
8. itfalt3C-44147 CM-415S ?

B. Predicting questions

1.

2.

3.

4. ?

5. itirrffikirfilik4hilt.Cnc?
6. ittAt kittik Yt ? ?

7. *AM A.*64Ja-11*.15 ?

II. Viewing

III. R.ecall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.
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IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

?

?

? *fi'lk UM- ?
?

?

Xi-Valft -t--?

ANISi ?

?

ifttX-5- 4IANIS.tr=1*? Alt& ?
4AM-4i-4 4-tr ?
itirairroUtpX4-3-- ?

AA AWL 7 )

, 4VP-
5(.1Q : Altit ?

: ASAufezt 7 , vr,
tnt.,A4-, 417
: A-A*4r ?

(AV/ 641*Ii )
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kAtz1,-
5C1Q: T,S-E1141:7!

;$1-1.! la -Fxtt

Xtc, : 'II, Alttifi!
":71k 131-taj'ez!

"kifin+01

t-P140

elf bvaodo "a prosperous island"

f4.12k1f
Taiwan is a prosperous island.

2. zhong a clock"

Sta--1-7"
It's ten o'clock. The clock struck ten.

3. A. (A ) bilio "a watch"

44;0A.An ?

What's the time by your watch?

.4. man to read; to study"

41-41' "ttiK5 ?
Are you studying?
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5. wan "to finish"

Avtit
I've finished eating.

6. firt zilore "homework; assignment"

ifiFt
I have a lot of homework today.

7. ha'iycfu "and; besides"

I have to read, write and do my homework.

8. irta diannL "computer"

f Tfl X'alt754 ?
Can you use a Chinese computer?

9. 41- ( )18 dva "to type (on a computer)"

41(4e42.1-1,4Witral6 1
I've typed this on the computer.

10. f yiehii "a date, appointment"

I have a date with my girlfriend tonight.

11. 41'4 xiaoxin "to take care"

41144-1-- 1-ki .1°F°1!
Take care when you go out in the evening!

133
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12. *enEl "time"

44-4-*re'M ?
Do you have time?

13. gZiu "generation gap"

V.4a rel AA- 'RA
There's no generation gap between me and my

father.

Further discussion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

'63SaitiA-htifitkitIMXP ?

?

4v3fiX-9-;;AA-M- ?

? blititfist ? z ylwrox ?
itli-50-4141-V4 ? 41QJTA ?

44MA-1f-1-401*?

Exercises

I. k42k

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

P114041k.9%

-61-k1tTf #1

X-1-0-40
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0.

10. fr.#26i1E-VVAITIckfi"

ift-Puk

ti
1. A-A-k4i1E,
2. t ?

3. TA.
4. TttEl)tt:1*.
5.

Tfl rizrktit,

1. 1:00 a.m.

2. 3:30 p.m.

3. 9:05 a.m.

4. 12:00 noon

5. 7:48 p.m.

IV. it.,114-t-rt t14jlt;gthk r 6jeCil.k. (Complete the
following passage according to the the dialogue)

X-5-41v2?. 4-2.041F-t-g ! VA--k401 V0 At 7 41
Wel 0 OLV-A0-4k t , 7 A
-6D%A 4-1 0 "kTAA--

4.413f., "T-t- 1:7*Pr--r"

,
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50t4V7i M-.44;01-! 43(11- EA2itik
ititkihAtkft*

.

TAArtA:444-.Fitit 9-t- ,

v. -0-14eA4-09giniThkAlk

136
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ift-M/An 64-1-4s*A- ? 4.-TA

.;/_ig4444-1-Vift?
2. itA-7(4-h4-0§.4kvIIS ? -*-ii-o+Arct,

VILlt-tVt?
3. *A? 'it 717*--h47*Wkatiti4X? Alt& ?
4. itt'f-T.11/4clik*A-Itfik ?

B. Predicting questions

1. 4-1-tikkj*W14MFf-ti?
2. ?

3. Airl-LITtikiffitgilli-PX -r51 ?

4. AIMAE.:4**5111-&-§h07 ?
5. ?

II. Viewing

III. Report any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1. '4.1.-tuitA04:-t-A?
137
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2. ?

3.

4. If -*-0+A1I-kflrzAA ? ik-t-h43.ffitsbt4.1-4 ?

5. ri.*-hiALkil-Ait2t.A4M+L ?
6. &-ti4W-1.-tik- ?

7. *NIA.** Wi143 l*ift&I; r61 ?
8. dft,sitta-fm-it-404-1.km?
9. --15,-.Aftvgi-i-oiks&-t-?
10. 6-11-WA ?

17A,
1P-4017 A.4L- Q, A4bA-5Z.
ffiltfr Jetta, 114-14A--4-0Att..
0,124-V.T. A:.-rz

tAio s'A-

1. zliuzhcrig "to lay stress on"

A.:4 -1-11;1*A.AVC.i-ff)lig
Chinese lay stress on stroke order when writing.

138
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2. "part"

itsViL i7.4ANI-P4c2Eaffir.
You mustn't be concerned only with the partial
and the immediate.

3. tee "distinguish features"
xi' RI k4t,64-J*Lkiti* ?
What are the characteristics of Chinese culture?

-I&4. 619 Inn "to consider; regard"

itx714-*#* WriA4rak.1.-Aw.?
These two objects are entirely different; how

can you consider them together?

5. Ilzk xietorig "blood lineage"

*AA- t hiAtitOs- Jo
He is an American of Chinese descent.

6. 11 jiagie "price"

it-ASAIMA ii435tatz ?

Do you believe that high price guarantees high
quality?

si
7. P19.. qu "to seek; choose"

itigIA.0.-4101A.TNXTJT9.0
The work attitude of this man is not what we

seek.
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V8. waibiao "appearance"

A-A-Atilii ta-
Those who are good looking do not necessarily

have inner beauty.

9. zAzhaag "to advocate"

itts*Itit14-*Aliltik
I advocate carrying on discussion on this matter.

10. cirnsh-en "personal"

11..-A A 104-OR , ON
This is my personal experience, you must believe
it.

.>11. payu "to drive, t i cout.zol"

it 5
This horse is hard to control.

12. jr.nglqi "surprising"

kr4UWith4-Alit4i*--11-0
Everyone was surprised with hi% lecture.

13. 6t,t- anshCiu "feeling"

thifFitikftlfittOr4-ii4141-,..
Please tell us how you feel about the new car.

14. fiairi ',agent "

iii 011+'A , ..13.00-kot VA/R431
When I am abroad, Manager Wang will be my agent.
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Further discussion

1. 4114.07rL 1F142-1-t-)1k
?

2. Ait.#141*31-ta-S-citx-fis-? ifir4.41W*-1-i?

3. 40x.a1-1A-t-, Airlii4JJ**A.ift/V-rofft? 14-440
il:410±*? ?

4.

eic*?

Exercises

IL

1. it*-4critig-A.A.PT7
2. krgii4A-5-A-AtA.-40°
3. g14111+ RA.* o
4. 0,-7E t141.11A-Lictkitti05/}4..
5. littic-A0*-401(4-16.0-t-ikrito
6. Afri-tAkik*ilrriAtt
7. AA- Ni igt--$104;AA-k.Tf5A-X.R-T-R--1-ri

8. 11111.#1416&A.-*-04A-Mith41.

4:04.1%JP1*

A.

4A, AtM+L
41-A.
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B.

114A

014V-F -M-04

li14* Jetta* lits*-441WA'

,

Av.a.t.A.411

, , JR
.t.4k , 'MR , --111-00A-rt

Jetta,

T671;510-it t21

Iv. -01-464...t-7 5VAPIAA-k

142
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. 141-411-hlik*?
2. yritiltiftifitglIV-1-A4kil7ek*?
3. itttriii4-1±;*41:4;Afitii/A-1-1-1;51?
4. ift-t-gkitigfitek.*% ? Vt&?
5. *LIAift&*11trkikitfrek.W.h4J ?

B. Predicting questions

1. If ilt&-t=45
2. Airrarttlrflitik.t 6i?
3. 41 ritiT+11Mt&ii ?

4. ?

5. Airlkift 1/11-510,1gv..? 1t1P9fAM-4fiti%?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1. ?

2. it.liAA-4-A_CAMitlt-4-?
143
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3.

140kA.M-31-h4r?;?
5. itik-k-±-4--MtPX? kit& ?
6. ItiriffOA--itAfir9JVA0.,-- ?

7. itirlAift&Aluti?
8. Aift&tititkfaif *04-R?
9. 4-1-&4-klt.h4J?
10. "itMLT-" kitait?
11. A:1t&41-t?

4.

VIA

#:4-095Z

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

C:

A:

"tstr-r4flaimPI-titi+- ! k, A19441 ?
11,471, 4 t4XAA*1?

"Ptr,WfT,Itorv-r? "
"VA-APR!
"it4eic*ek-k..."
"MX, it-TAPTht?*?
"PrA !

*ii4111+1-kjg , VkOkAiti-o
it44:a4;444i3t.!
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1.14.40 #15-k

1. t4 yu zhtila.n "to turn right"

44-4-4X, t44-17bt ?

Do you want me to turn right or left?

2. lac) "to keep to"

Please walk to the right.

3. it bran "side".

Please move from this side to that side.

Q
4. ""1" qi/guai "strange;odd"

ititAkA-2VMYc-4-*
He looks very strange these days.

5. htian "to change"

She just changed to a new hair style.

6. kilt Sag`ai "Perhaps"

AA-iftk4ittAT*.
I think he's probably not coming.

7. xiangzi "alley"

There are many alleys on this street..
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8. "address"

&IAA NAlikr: 1 , 14,AVAIrrit,3Jh
I moved last week. This is my new address.

0. eiC. gvai "to change"

iftfiLek *icttlg ?
Can you change life?

10. FiT --ay'j "aunt, mother's side"

AVIVI4Vzia4k4043 Pim
My mother's sisters are my ayi.

11. 37 d-uobian "changeable"

,

The weather has been changeable. You have to be

careful.

12. OTT, shidai "an era"

The 21st century will be an era of space.

13. zrienqicig "true emotion"

gitikt
The song is filled with true emotion. It's very

moving.

/
14. /4 haitai "sea weed"

aa47tILMi p 4/UitiZAVeilvt:.
Sea weed is black. Some people say it's tasty.
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Further discussion

1.

2.

X 7 ? ?

kititA 4 itAit-Iltiek.*0 ?
44-40.it4iitek ? A'it& ?

3. *iltil+4,1?* ? EICI!.-rt'acYM.4-1h4-1?

1403 ?

4V*11.-l*ffrk7i(itl;fek*h4J ? Alt& ?
44ANArtforrAtilit/LfV-t-4410eic* ?

?

4.

Exercises

I. A.44. (True "0" or false "X")

1.

2.

3. 4c*,-3,2iltAA.51414,
4. L4--N4r1Z
5. iL*---kiltICZAMAIO 9
6. itgA.4slAkgAg*.
7. 4tii,SAVA00_4ilhitlft
8. itiltitg-eic 7 M
9. i-t43(il4VkASIli PIM
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H. tia (Rearrange the sentences in order to make a paragraph)

4-1X.A.*.fl.Ak-g
ATI' 1 1Altt L I ,

J1ik, VAT-W-t--A-4.1V-T41* 110r
,

, 51 ,

AAriaitAiti-gi
xiiut 1i 1 -eff -4-+IF11-0
V44eih.5-'cArlk t;.1

Titui 1 ,

"AT
, -A-Akg641t.-5--k4Avi 1 41-i-

4X40.-.41.1?cA-t
itt.,4-40ittti*iscg0
-t1Z,k) 4V436*A.AiIXTgM !

)41 ".*...4-" eicgT6747A

itlicA-eic I L4 1
ittf-fA-eic5Mk-A- , A45T-ta-44- 1

1. 44;T-tit:TM , --:Aff!qtrA-0
2. AS 1 ykik.V.Sk3f= I
3. AA-- itkitmis
4. tifFifLUSPI4My 1177t..KM-L3A-T ga

5. f(vi.., 1 itfik

IV. tirg(Translate the clip into English)
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. rik1li0 El /*41,tig7k-t-icet.ik

2. Vit.klittkiViiitsj ?

3. regttIMAIIIiiiii!**4111n-t*?

B. Predicting questions

1.

2. eittiV*1.114-g ?

3. 41rIt.;'"TfiES*51-11-1-&401. ?

4. iti[actrAtricl .LIA.A.ElitA-tir: ?

5. ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 20 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

?

itk-viPtiol %NA ?
tro ?

1272 -6D;AttA.11714i ?
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5. 1372 ?

6. 1-1-likekh-iJL-- It] M7 ?

7. tf-fiikk**A11,1 ?
8. ?

0.

10. Ati-fik#-A-t--EVAI,41 tt-t, OA, 0-4 ?

"FA44v

-tr

FA -g*IP111441i4111,11A !

1891- 1[114tigit5fl
A3t*.-* , %4ZAVifl
W4-* , 0,41i4Mtlfrill$SA , et-A- 4X-WZ ,

Wq)'
;7A1/;),21.***PA ,

111,4 13)1 ,

1.1614c7

1. "well-known"

Utah is well-known for its scenery.
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9 EIJ zhiiomirig "lighting"

fJ

There are very good lighting facilities in the

stadium.

3. An Wu-si "tungsten filament"

itkiglA4*.
This is a tungsten filament lamp.

4. g`t..A dengpL "bulb"

4)-ft 1
Oh no! The bulb is burned out!

5. xiaolii "efficiency"

M./ -T--4i0*.1447
I have very high work efficiency.

6. %tit shVengdiNan "saving electricity"

itiffl*Tii 1:f;

This freezer really saves electricity.

7. b
//INK uduan "continuously"

TitfriL-t--7 h
I continuously tell myself to work hard.

S. jc1 chlang;iin "to create"

it**
He has a creative brain.
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9.
/ Vwanmei perfect"

There's no absolutely perfect thing in the world.

10. -1))?.t.Z.Tb.ng-Ongsli "office"

$4'.4 Vg irtaTtfrit*
The telephone in the office rings constantly.

11. ;;Ag...4'; yvi;Iii;u "as to"

/04.z;-T-41F
He workd so hard that he even forgot his meals.

12. sliwu "business"

420-'4z itlVt,-fec
There is a lot of business in this office.

13. shen "very; deeply"

VSTArrfth4-at'io
I know very well about him.

r-1-. \
14. Fj kending "to approve; to regard as positive"

1til4JAVA51k4e:0-14-Q.
His performance was approved by everyone.

15. shiji "century"

It's now the end of the 20th century.
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Further discussion

1. tAtItkiPifit±.A-4-t-PX1-A.O.V*?
2. 40X:RA-V,0,1;144- , PIO ?

ifirAtika*ritht ?

3. Airl J *it /in rek'N./*q`1*-0 ? 41-40AAVIC A,"'
ifict-tA?

4. it-ISSAMPIVA ifl ? Yi; 0 TO VeTiA4itRgt'
3L-1k.71g.,?

Exercises

I. izokk

1. (io Prfi Z 2. Z 3 .

9 ± XitA941 y ILA-fesc4, (1. t
2.Ari.4k3.3)

3. Atit-4,04tA 4 , LT",1A-t-41): ,

2.%43.;TA
4. 14-31.4.--X1'-hilthVt-Y-e-41k4.511 A.fit ( A-

5. RA_ (1.0_4.2. A *3.** ) r-fL& X2

1. *A016-Jeic T
(Rewrite the sentences with 4;* , , , ,

iftRAlit+ , 1tt1 Tat Z.
'MUM. MA."' , 41**,4i

1.
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2. .g-t-ftfflITAhW-k , iti,k:6D;ATV(Vtk
t A.1

3. F,

4. , AgAittYA1/4.z> 7
5 , t
JA-Tol

-g-TIP/A,41VVIA ! 4/t. 1891 -44 imitAvit
51

, 4itiaq , 1141ATtlfriii* ,

.4t
4,,tu , , t, AVIA ,

Iv. -44e, 4344095...;411-44-4.
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*AAA

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. 111-4AA-M ?

2. 44;40MA:fri'V'S'AAA ?
3. it`IPIL6111+Ai4A3g,4-tik-? ?

MhuXiftrg , ift,T,:444441tifr9ot ?
5. x.tA.Arif.; ?

6. 44-4444VIA.ktAt , ?

Aft-4 ?

4.

B. Predicting questions

1. 11.1.VILkft14144r ?
2. 4frrrtal-gq1-1-4g46/?
3. AiritA-tiLflit ?

4. Ct4g0Wf+94ClIt'ita'§hilf ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.
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2. -0,1a1A.r.f-ttg?
3. itatillt*ita?
4. itkilAA 1 7
5. aVill.tviti "S. ?
6. it;7A1111-0-telm0A ? '')/wAM ?

7. )*11+4t.10 ariiT.4:41,kohatiAM 4MPIZVEcirt_A ?
8. VAAR-4-0°)PaAOS?
9. V44114c47A-14Vtik- ?

10. 10-441,MitiltAYAthili*V ? AV.74t&

"iA-44k44..3Ekt-t0EIW ,

-cift-t-kAvhat4 ,

kV5S-Firi*IM*
VAA-Ac44-jaz ,

VirAfRohoolmtki,

±-r5140 Tfl;A-

1. 37kritr 3`,igia/li "before"

4k4x-))7Afilirt.' *flit0
I just saw her two days ago.
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2. bveid\a. "Beijing University"

3Lkk.:47 fikA' Okf--t
Beijing University is one of the most famous

universities in China.

3. 't.it niansliu "to study;to attend a school"
1t-e-V*Iffil-4krttoPI ?
Which school do you attend?

4. ...MIE1+4 de sliiihciu "when..."

sh4Vi+ii%fale.X

When I was little, I used to cry.

-15. OP-
4

sh/ ei "who"

"A.V.Pri
"Who's that?" "It's me."

6. laosiii "if"

-kkiftTg= , wi
If you don't come, I won't go.

11

7. yi "as soon as"

flit 1
I saw you as soon as I arrived.

8. zhu "to cook; to make"

ift-itM;1,05 ?
Do you cook every day?
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9. thw# lafel "coffee"

Some people drink coffee as soon as they get up.

10. Cou "all"

4X4Mitkil
I've finished them all.

11. P1 we'n "to smell"

PA FA , iffiAVt -4*
Smell it. The flower is so fragrant!

12. 7g- xfang "good-smelling; aromatic"

What're you cooking? It's smells so good!

13. 416-gibian Ilcommonil

Formerly, women didn't attend school. Now it is

very common for them to go to college.

14. que "but; on the contrary"

*AMA-40 -IANI-LaA--
He has a lot of money, but not even one friend.

15. §)-$-MOR nai si wei 4 "Maxwell"

16. lihe "gift-wrapped box"

This gift box of candy looks so good!
158
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Further discussion

1. ? Mtit ?
9, MAVIC11-bli ? Z.414-litScrSil AiE.OMA_ ?
3. itt.-07C4-11 "*4"

Att.40A4'44A , MAA7 9i- 7 ?

G. tjA1t1444E , "chovAr 4,7A I 41-).,X ? iWi
1-Vdtvttall§?

Exercises

I. kVA (True 110" or false "X")

1. 4VA-i-ititt3Lkykt
2. 0/A*1ft *hr"4.
3.

4. 4V.A4A4640-ti01:14X0 1751 -t-IP

5. E f-k-P17N1q;411,k,A.h04
G. R 411,k1A*40*-it
7. ikifiroht4T , NIA.A17 ffIc

8. gbriohot/4 I ,

4-1-9541* (Cloze test)

"iAffrA JEktt-t_*M Ift-kk_A*4
kg_f_* Lr-J*44A_ ,

I
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"I;Ailf0,44.i3Lk 011+41A., -W-t2t-41:
krgA*PA*1Th*, airtohatl# ,

'Y 1"

III. le,v-v (Sentence making)

1. /%Alit

2. **k
3.

4. ati_
5. 4

Iv. -4-1.4e4-t-MVAPIA,4k.
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gA.

I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. 14-A44, A ? 4M---1[11,1 ,r3g0:?g4 ?
2. #4CA , it-PfitkfroxiititrikA ?
3. it-OAlaiic#440st,TRA405(-Wou

4. kgA.V17*-4-1A ? 4-1-VIVZ ?
5. ' `gA.A..41-1VVA. ? ?

B. Predicting questions

1. it5fit.A.:ft4 Ptio gf, #5" ?

2. 4iP1-1-tIkl* WI-J*1 ?

3.

4. AIPIA-S14-A-giCRIA.?
5. it.3114K6rtitkittitalLt ?

II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1. 11-.14-4Thaik vg3h41A.
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2 . 1111A.A.VA- ?

3 . itiPlk:ft& f141 ?

4 . Ak-IrtgrA?
5 . ?

.

7 .

8. itir144k$440k0k7g1?
9. IfAil4J4B&VA.Iftiik ?
10. itiffirg A. 1 ?

AVIZAAIstith'i?

rUA

*:41-09g1

AAW34r4A,
VgAmr4it,
AAAf&mr4ito

fl

---fg4PkArct-,!
44-c7145r11!

±-1,940141
162
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1. Sf4 ch/ufacig "kitchen"

:

4AJA-4.
A: Where's Morn?

B: In the kitchen.

i3t- xishou "to wash hands"2. f--

1St 7

Wash your hands and have dinner!

3. ik 7.,1.0 "to fix; to make"
44,11A-4-MR
Mom is fixing meal in the kitchen.

4. geng "a thick soup" (old term)

tang "soup"

Att-ef-It*
I enjoy egg drop soup.

6. 7t.. Wei "not" (formal)

She's not married yet.

7. ill "be familiar with"

itT45E111.11.0

He's not familiar with the nature of water.
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8. 5311 weng "father-in-law" (ancient,formal)

This is my husband's father.

0. AN islu food;eating"

A-11-.-tk 0

I enjoy good food.

10. xing "habit; nature"

Atitetil-410
I have a bad temper.

11. xFan "first"

VAA.I
I'll go first.

12. it. gia.vn "to send, dispach" (formal)

Ait.14-4.0 ?
Who sent you here?

13. '1`16 xiaogu "sister-in-law"

4X,C,±ht4s4k4Vit,1,4th.
My husband's sisters are my sisters-in-law.

14. 12*ET chang to taste"

4M1-4. Pti!
Let me taste it. Mmm, yummmy!
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15. 04.-st weidao "taste; flavor"

It tastes good!

16. eg jra "house; home; family"

There are three generations living together in

my family.

v
17. gp-Al kaorou "to roast meat; to barbecue"

It's summer. Let's have a barbeque!"

AA- \
18. wan "ten thousands; numerous"

Ten thousands make a "wan".

19. pangyou "soy bean sauce"Irtzth
4-547004-WP-J.
The flavor of soy bean sauce is salty.

Further discussion

1. it-1_044Vizkfttif01.9A0-k--5-0 AfP1-9-aAJekti47

2. ".W "a1,4k"

61Pill[vtrUigmt_kt)41-k-0
131-k-AAWZAATTlitAkth4JF1 M.
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Exercises

I. k.AMg. (True "0" or false "X")

1. -14447,44ibk.4-401itrgiMfrgt-i-
2.

3. 01-A4tigc.1604eigAYL
4.

5. 1 ,4Hkiekt..
6. '1 `.g7i11-6:1A4040-0-4t-a-k44°

7. $10004...)tkii41441.7t,4-1-14Z-
8. *A #1 4-MittskitrgA31: hi,1 0

9. .k.i1414.1tigaqii4.4;*.IALE17.

II. th ffl +, 1, 4, +4, WA)
tit "Txfit. (Count the number in Chinese)

1. 350

2. 1,298

3. 40,756

4. 103,228

5. 2,477,089

46.4t2-09 5:4.

IV. iANrief.A0 1=7 Agcit ;koctisAfrof o (Speaking in the

words of the bride, describe the first time you cooked a meal.)
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. it ?

2. kiP1,1:41-`7ROriiti.,--E4a---1-/srkli143

3. ?

4. R.3t4t1figiA41-1-ik**.fict ?
5. iti"g+AAM414 ?
6. itA-hAttiiNPA?
7. ift-A-4}?(VA491R1.Elic,1-5-0 ?

8. 'ft- 31-14M0 ?

9. 44-4,-itk*INLAMMIS ?
10. iftViV*311.41- igiAA ?

B. Predicting questions

1.

2. SVAA4-1-&11-5X-F e.,11F&--tr ?

3. itithIl#8-1*E it--014-1-&?
4. -1*ES-41ThAMO t67 tli JA,?
5. kfil-kOiitAtATFtitt-7 'fg4 ? S4-t4 ?
6.

7. 4-1-VIOVAII-ek4fhWA ?
8. 4-10i0fk,40-4AL , ;;ArL'flj

flj4?
9. ittiEkv;vit J.-VIVA-4N) IN 54=17 ?

167
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II. Viewing

III. Recall any 10 words items seen or heard in the

clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.

V. Comprehension questions

1.

2. itiCA tit #141-1k-k r-rAtfit ?
3. ? ?

4. ?

5. tt4t20 -711)14t3A-It&T, ?

6.

7. eigaMiti v+11-14X ?

8. ?

9.

10. 11011-W-11*?
11. 1Uft?

TIE:-ty P9 Ye-

*4/1-VPMfh ,

A-47

MNit
41+44.--k-TIMI1 :
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, siC5`040. ,

aA-- El ,

4,--14-VEI
Rak.5,1 1E1 ,

4AJA1--*, E1

ritAitu+4 , 4E140.4!
ffigc 411-14 ,

!

1. zhKrigvo "to grasp; control"

?

Can you control the future?

2. shijie "the world"

?

How many countries are there in the world?

3. nth maido4 "pulse"
gqitOldh% ?

Can you feel his pulse?

4. sop "unite;union"

,r,r/1(44 -1\x:7 -611 the United Nations
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5. icao "newspaper"

*A newspaper

ift-f=q+A--f-t-440.?
What paper do you usually read?

6. ficli* faxirig "to publish; issue"

15--A,Ac/Lfkl-iffitiVA?
Is the newspaper published locally?

7.

8.

9.

EIANv. wanbao "evening paper"

EiAttA 40-4kft±644
Usually, evening papers report news that

happened during the day.

4R. ;ib\ao "daily paper"

V.51A--fing)i "economy ; financial condition"

iti14011.-%**5X4T:46
He is not in good financial condition.

10. git53i1 oTizhOu "Europe It

14 ;kg's1 AlikrigUifis'as \

Germany, France, and England arc all in Europe.

11. &PI aigilto "Thailand"

The capital of Thailand is Bangkok.
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vo A
12. hu'anro "to surround"

The earth moves around the sun.

13. sc:izhong "clock"

130.i#41FANIII+Al °

Clocks tell us time.

14. diqiu "the earth"

There is life on earth.

15. zliengp'ai "honest; decent"

He is a decent person.

16. tafr clivang7cin "to bring forth new ideas"

41:1,1.146V

He is bold in bringing forth new ideas.

17. *fit glanhtiai "to show solicitude for"

Thanks for your concern.

Further discussion

1. , ifAMIAAPP.P.-111 ,

Altik-AtZfLEA JdfiF&-t-7 ?

2. M4-JA1-that TLAV," ?

?
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3. -FX4.1`a+44:1-1k-TIPSiclt" 41/ "4-4-k-VMicli.
MrtN.A.W4fl ? ?

4. RA kifti*AtitZ. ? J2kfta-41ii 03 5:4

?

5. sA-trhiVet**It6A-iti*B1*?
6. iftiSttiit,kMAVAjkt"A? Alt& ?

Exercises

I. 7t.AM..g. (True or false)

1. *411-TIP4MthkAkft-A-1--..1-fict.h.VIT-
2. A-17 1/1M143)&51-kA-1101:7 A- via )..t

3.

4. it--kift412t4I-P1
5. A- LJi E1 iit404.14 -VT- El 40A

.14V. ,e105.-Aftli-OiVAT3J1ef.0:0 tt6. El

7. "Wiku+AI
8. 11-0,0-65*"
9. "-EA" ilWakk4f-'1M4.
10.

11 .

II. A, ;41 Synonym

1. iti4litrk4AVIV.0
43 441.1 0 404
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2.

3.

4.

rtititIVT;;AA. flit-1AR] rgirAfidh
1.. L

-4- .

90 4-f1 g C.1 Iftl

¶ 0 1114, L 4tik 1-0 tit

5. 1tigt4Utk,*&rit1lt..

III. ittil Sentence making
1. JT-A
2.

3. an.
4. 514
5. *41i

Iv. giiF Writing

"ff-A" , "tVir" , "%I"
Use these phrases tc describe a person

in a paragraph.
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V. itia 444-0 IN 5:6-7- , )7A1107.4icli-ic0 'a Athk,-F6A11..

Complete the following passage as if you were

the spokesman of osp4Hp...

47 4 A_ V* -V' I= 4/1 iL-- 11`fi
aCt JEM ifiA,

AAA21.--L.-FR,O , k VA
A 1 At 4A*, *4-0Ufh , AVIWt4 ilt A
Wr7-JL 1 -t-k . 41f10 tl 4,ZA-- t 4 A.

0 ;RAIIK4V.. 11131t, , V.VIO_TAiv/Mt4 , 71(1;4.1h. . AiFlk 00A , ;:14V.14

TAIONOIA . AnkAV , ;;A -2 ek4 . Al/

-t-AAAal. 4'

VI. -446,44-di441-44--4 .
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I. Previewing

A. Guided questions

1. ? ,8-*A.1-t-441th'--1?

let±0.1,?
2. iftAAV-IgificAl4A?
3. *./CRA*11+ 4V.111-kat3:114-1-&?

4. /111t-t'Altra4g)t fl A*?
5.

B. Predicting questions

1. it5tILA)*MiT'ICtr ?
2. 4Kifill-tiLfil-5,14tV;i0t 67?
3. AVISktf+Itzflifilt**?
4.

?

5. El h411-1Uft4?
6. AflitiAtfitit511#.7:4-1-- ?

II. Viewing

III. Report any 20 items seen or heard in the clip.

IV. Fill in the CIS.
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V. Comprehension questions

1. itA.ARA-tr%S ?
2. ittIN qt&Ilftik*?
3. ittrilli004-444" ?
4. 11licrI1?
5. Agtftfik46UKAtikktk?
6. 1-**12ETVD7Aie:1/274**AS ?
6. it&kin141/9;tAlititi ?
7.

8. it 0144-0 Okiftit.?
9. Airvirimit rA144-11-J 1-44q1-tA4R?

tAAA

E-A-triN't

40g-fitAfittiMA-k-lkat, A,*-1114-f-tx 14. f

AXARkificAmpi,*,
-tiogfAA**611$M1-1A-, A riblE*Strirlxg:6-1-,

At v.):ts-NeavAii-M-Tririo
ATAT34.),Sfittkritsiit4-Tk*?
AfTit*Mkkgc.A0,1,a?

a:41U_

40MAPTek., CV-44x-ek-'4.0

AMAIN-M[11, *Nif):411;11(*.
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1-555togA+-r! Al-Atifout, 4to,isAskt,k111-0
*1-6-vt-t
,44(01-32-;

Wri*,
2t111-40AAttEtei
>P110814010A-

JTAitLA-

1 . t2 t.j1771(

2. rtiC W.

3. Mt/S.1:113*A
4. LArt-if-*.art]
5.

1 *KZ
JITVAIW, 400*

Further discussion

1. ivw-ct--)7Ak,-tAkt-nt0 4t-t.sAit-itpx4w

2. 414-404.talta-A.VHIA? it'VcrAo,
MA-1*3t-t41131-641P--gaztz?

3. 14-4A "TIAOMA." ittfcitit40-71ta-4/04)?

4. *WI/ft& 4/64MA-4 >It111,-A0gA?
177
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ff1;t7

I. tangsh.ng "scald"

AOf-tt01/1( A14
My hand was scalded by boiling water.

2. Afk "first aid"

The doctor is giving first aid to the patient.

3. c.nehi "general knowledge"

'1 "tT4i.441.A.-11:6Vitif/104
In elementary schools, what teachers teach is

correct general knowledge.

4. w6nshen "tattoo"

RALtf-k-E.M42-011if...
To tattoo is to mark various patterns on one's

skin.

5. #1 brig "to wrap/tie with"

40.14'.#14-To
Tic your shoes well.

6. b-engdli "bandage"

ft/It-4
di

1
Hc got wounded and was all wrapped up in

bandages.
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7. i.ct rninli "to exercise patience"

-ft* 110411r;Xit,34:ZtIrirt
You must be patient with the current situation.

8. y(YnggXn "brave"

-±-A-41-Wth
Soldiers fought bravely on the battle field.

9. 84:4- ci/xiarig "kindly"

AA-VI-WAX
I have kindly parents.

10. n`feimn "happy;perfect"

*Al
Their marriage is perfectly happy.

11. -?Zit alkang "health"

fx5c-iii k 4-111
Wishing (my) parents the best of health.

12. 4c/A., heqi "politely;gently"

.1.4tAti-1.-41e(40A,
Mr. Wang is always gentle to people.

41, /
13. lan "orchid"

ltAlsrm44.0 al ;it
The orchid is the national flower of Singapore.
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14. 41. "laurel"

Laurels bloom only in autumn

15. tfilgtaiig "hall"

0.44:457UCVEn 0

"Ting" and "tang" are both big rooms.

16. IIe-nhli "favor

6aUt A111(14-1,S,t,A.I
The favors our parents have done for us are so

great.

17. .;*.5t j?npL "to soak"

46tMai.51.5kA/101 'flPD7AAA4TX.Cifl'o
Soak the dirty clothes in hot water and you can

wash them cleaner.

18. fU\gai "to cover"

The mountains are covered with a layer of snow

in winter..

19. kt nfaojrn "towel"
5taitil+14-.:t. I 94*,
Don't forget to bring towels when you go to the

beach.
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20. slioue "handbook"

izt----*A.A4-01-fg.A-rfi 0

This first aid handbook is very useful.

4U-A. tigo-i-ig "to provide"

itglitl-i-4k4A-41R-TOERA-0
This bank provides very good service.

22. NEW ylfatig "to prevent"

n14(C640
Prevention is better than cure.

23. 42-11-E.C1-6-X-° clioviu "wrong"

ilitiltAilAi141
Your kind of attitude is wrong.

24. dVaoaii "to cause"

0

This method will cause wrong resulcs.

25. at- yanzhong "serious"

ft3Se41 .4%10.1-0:40
He's committed a very serious crime.

26. A.g h'cluguvo "consequence"

*t_40.41-gilitt4thAg
Nobody expected such a consequence.

27. t/ Vunlo to smear"

*A404-&-hil..-1441.M.vt;
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Women enjoy smearing comsmetics on their faces.

28. f iagEo "toothpaste"
)4141-iik4-1- 051- ?

What brand of toothpaste do you use?

29.
/pangyou "soy sauce"

A+ RI A:Y1;1 ffl Lth
Soy sauce is a must for Chinese cuisine.

30. ft.Ert: Cuannian "concept"

We have similar concepts regarding this.

Exercises

I. k44
1. itiA,1,4A---3-4tikkk
2. q itT4.0444k, Pira4 t464;94-1-1-41
3. 140elt 4-4k
4..
6. t41-4*5;7Ak14 Els4t
7. XlqikiliiftE,t1tAi-eVeckil4TV .11-1
8. PCWAVIiVt&SCIA-00.*1
9.

10. f katiw:4-41viti4o#,a--;.k
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tk-A

VAr<AA-
x,g74d14.1A.

VAAA-4-1

-511-LwigA.45!
ATAL 411-,

, CV-CAx.
,

, 441:14A4-11

III. If] 76101.-AINt

-** *Lk ttEtz
itila At 4U NW AA

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

0.

10.

11.

12.

*51 0

*ft --3.1-1-ittei4-;-k

itILMA.T , AlitArft /1*-111-11kLk
41- , AfriittA--kAM 1

ta-Mtik , A114T4-*
V,4044-A TNial , $0114X1rMILMNIA
?Mt Ifiqx4X,IPI

Al AA, 34s-Z-T-0+:04-t- itth
itTtAVie,F51410 1 0

1=7* 0

it14-*M , ATALA- A-14,02A-

)744101-Viih , ikt
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IV. ifi T 4/ 0 -rr-til it 16]

V. 446C4-7-09:t Ai-STA-4k

184
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re4RA-4744 AA.
17 a

XL7

a

Oi -17-

-r-r-

*
itst Tf ( ) vtA ? Mt& ?
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APPENDIX D: TESTS
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Lesson One
Name

The purpose of the test is to see how much progress you make from the
class video activity. Please circle the best answer according to your
knowledge. If you don't know the answer, please don't guess, just don't
answer the question.

I Multiple Choice

I. Kou xiang tang is

2. Bu bian is not to

3. Da baozhuang means large

4. "Price" is

a. lollipop
c. chewing gum

a. sell
c. change

a. size
c. box

a. jiage
c. shuinu

5. When we have good news we say a. hao banfa
c. hao jihui

b. chocolate bar
d. none of the
above

b. decide
d. none of the
above

b. slice
d. none of the
above

b. chaopiao
d. none of the
above

b. hao xiaoxi
d. none of the
above

6. Which instrument do Chinese people use to get others' attention?
a. horn b. drum
c. gong d. none of the

above

II Performance

1. Please write numbers in Chinese from one to ten.

2. Please write in Chinese character whatever you've heard from the clip .
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Lesson Two Name

The purpose of the test is to see how much progress you make from the
class video activity. Please circle the best answer according to your
knowledge. If you don't know the answer, please don't guess, just don't
answer the question.

I Multiple Choice

1. People normally have zaocan at a. 7 a.m.
c. 6 p.m.

2. Which of the following compounds is a correct one:
a. zhenzhen
c. haohao

3. The measurement word for a telephone call is:
a. ge
c. gen

4. Dianhua is a a. letter
c. telephone

b. 12 p.m.
c. none of the
above

b. henhen
d. none of the
above

b. tong
d. none of the
above

b. request
d. none of the
above

5. When something is better than something else, we say it is
a. hen hao b. zhen hao
c. geng hao d. none of the

above

6. Which of the following is synonym to clique?
a. zhen de
c. xiang de

II. Porformance

b. shi de
d. none of the
above

1. Explain bao jiu xianru.

2. What kind of drink do Chinese normally prefer? Hot? Cold? Why?
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Lesson Three

I Multiple Choice

Name

Circle the best answer according to your knowledge. If you are not sure
about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. What do Chinese people usually do for holidays?

a. Go on vacation b. Go for family reunion
c. Stay home . d. none of the above

2. Gaosu gonglu is

a. highway b. freeway c. public way d. none of the above

3. saiche is

a. car accident b. car race c. car wash d. none of the above

4. When people visit someone, they usually bring

a. xiaoxi b. liwu c. zazhi d. none of the above

5. When someone is rather stubborn, we say that s/he has a mouth which is

a. huan b. luan

II Performance

c. ying d. none of the above

1. What is the traditional characteristics of a Chinese father?

2. And that of a mother?

3. Write any ten items of what you've seen/heard from the clip.
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Lesson Four Name

I Multiple Choice

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. A person named Taisheng is very likely born in

a. Shanghai b. Beijing c. Taiwan d. none of the above

2. Dang nian means

a. present b. future c. past d. none of the above

3. When we describe a person who really likes to eat , we say s/he is hen

a. Ian b. qiong c. chan d. none of the above

4. If we know who a person is, we say that we

a. renshi ta b. mingbai ta c. shuoming ta d. none of the above

5. Xiao pengyou is usually referred to

a. babies b. children c. youth d. none of the above

II Performance

1. What do we mean by saying that you are your dad's fanban?

2. How do you interpret xi nian lai?

3. Write any ten items of what you've seen/heard from the clip.
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Lesson Five

I. Multiple Choice

Name

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. A person who is near-sighted is sometimes called

a. jinshi yan

2. Juli means

a. power

b. yuanshi yan

b. distance

c. xieshi yan d. none of the above

c. joy d. none of the above

3. When someone is lying on his stomach, we say he is

a. tang zhe b. kao zhe c. pa the d. none of the above

4. The opposite of having much light is

a. chi b. an c. hun d. none of the above

5. The term for parents taking care of their children is

a. zhaogu b. guanli c. xunlian d. none of the above

11. Performance

1. According to your opinion, what may cause someone to have poor sight?

2. How can you prevent from having poor sight?

3. Write any ten items of what you've seen/heard from the clip.
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Lesson Six
Name

I. Multiple Choice
Please circle the best answer according to your knowledge. If you are not
sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. Which month is Chinese Moon Festival in?
a. 7tri b. 8th c. 9th d. none of the above

2. Moon Festival is
a. zhongqiu jie b. duanwu jie c. chun jie d. none of the above

3. Moon Festival has something to do with
a. xing xing b. taiyang c. yueliang d. none of the above

4. During Moon Festival, Chinese people eat
a. nian gao b. zongzi c. tang yuan d. none of the above

5. When one is babbling or nagging, we say one is
a. luosuo b.baoyuan c. chaonao d. none of the above

.II Performance

1. What kind of association do you get from ?

2. What do Chinese people usually do on Moon Festival?
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Lesson Seven Name

I. Multiple Choice

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. Yeye is

a. father b. grandfather c. great grandfather d. none of the above

2. Yundong means

a. animal b. melody c. dizzy d. none of the above

3. If a person is very healthy, we say s/he has jiankang de

a. jingshen b. xinqing c. shenti d. none of the above

4. If we did something easily, we say we did it hen

a. fuza b. qingsong c. suibian d. none of the above

5. When people die, they have no

a. shengli b. shenghuo c. shengining d. none of the above

II. Performance

1. Please name in Chinese or Pinyin some of exercises/sports that you know.

2. Write any ten items in Chinese or Pinyin that you've seen/heard from the
clip.
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Lesson Eight

I. Multiple Choice

Name

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. Winter comes. It's freezing outside, so you'd better )- ut on before
going out.

a. yangjing b. shoutao c. pidai d. none of tht, above

2. If something is yingxing, it must be

a. lasting b. solid c. waterproof d. none of the above

3. When we ask someone to prove something, we are asking them to

a. zhengming b. zhengque c. mingbai d. none of the above

4. What of the following can be a measurement for hands?

a. tao b. zhong

5. Baohu means to

a. strengthen

II. Performance

c. shuang d. none of the above

b. nurse c. protect d. none of the above

1. Please list in Chinese or Pinyin some of the work you can do with your
hands.

2. Write any ten items in Chinese or Pinyin that you've learned from the
lesson.
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Lesson Nine

I. Multiple Choice

Name

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. What is the best season for xia quan?

a. spring b. summer c. fall d. winter

2. Guozhi is

a. milk b. soda c. juice d. none of the above

3. "Fresh" means

a. ineiwei b. ziran, c. xinxian d. none of the above

4. Shengyin and jiezou are usually used

a. visually b. physically c. auditorially d. none of the above

5. When something is shangshi, it is

a. out of fashion b. in season c. out of stock d. none of the above-

II Performance

1. How is the rhythm of the this clip? Fast or slow? What instrument is it
from?

2. Name any 10 items that you saw in the clip in Chinese.
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Lesson Ten

I. Multiple Choice

Name

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. Dao means a(n)

a. instrument b. island c. construction d. None of the above

2. When someone has a yuehui, we say s/he has a(n)

a. interview b. meeting c. date d. None of the above

3. Which of the following verbs can not complete the phrase " yingwen'?

a. du b. nian c. xie d. none of the above

4. If we ask someone to be careful, we may say:

a. xiaoqi a! b. xiaoxin a!

5. Daigou might mean
a. generation gap
c. language barrier

II. Performance

c. xiao yisi a! d. none of the above

b. cultural shock
d. none of the above

1. What do you think a typical good Chinese teenager usually does in the
evenings?

2. Write any ten items in Chinese or Pinyin that you've learned from the
lesson.
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Lesson Eleven

I. Multiple Choice

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. Automobiles nowadays function like before,

a. gou b. ma c. ji d. None of the above

2. When we zhuzhong something, we it.

a. ignore b. adore c. emphasize d. None of the above

3. Xietong means .

a. unity b. contract c. pedigree d. none of the above

4. If we do something personally, we say women qu zuo.

Name

a. nuli b. qinshen c. xinku d. none of the above

5. Jingqi de ganshou means that something is

a. unexpected b. disappointing c. anticipated d. none of the above

II. Performance

1. Please write in Chinese/Pinyin what you will consider when you purchase
an automobile.

2. Write any ten items in Chinese or Pinyin that you've learned from the
lesson.
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Lesson Twelve

I. Multiple Choice

Please circle the letter of the best answer according to your knowledge. If
you are not sure about the answer, please leave it alone, don't try to guess.

1. He behaves recently. I just don't see why.

a. qiguai b. piaoliang c. xinku d. none of the above

2. Dizhi is

a. paper b. address c. map d. none of the above

3. An alley is

a. malu b. xiangzi c. jiedao d. none of the above

4. Mother's sister is

a. guma b. jiuma c. yiina d. none of the above

5. Ting is to

a. stop b. start c. wait d. none of the above

II. Performance

1. How many dialects are spoken in this clip? What are they?

Name

2. What does gai lai gai qu mean?
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APPENDIX E: INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SCORES
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SCORES

PRE-TEST SCORES, POST-TEST SCORES AND GAIN SCORES

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Fre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Cain

S1 0 6 6 5 6 1 1 5 4 1 5

S2 0 4 4 5 5 o o 5 5 9 5 3

S3 2 4 2 3 6 3 1 4 3 1 5 1

S4 0 -1 4 1 6 5 0 4 4 9 -1 9

S5 1 4 2 6 4 0 5 5 9 5 3

S7 1 5 4 1 6 5 1 3 2 9 5 :i

S8 1 * 0 5 5 a 5 0 5 5

S9 3 6 3 1 6 5 0 5 5 3 5 9

SIO 0 * 4:14# 4 5 1 2 5 3 0 .1 i

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8

Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre.
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gai n Pre-
test

Post.
test

Ga in

SI 0 5 5 3 5 2 3 5 9 1 5 .1

S2 1 5 4 3 4 1 2 5 3 9 5 3

S3 1 5 4 3 5 2 0 5 5 9 5 3

S4 1 5 4 2 4 2 9 4 2 1 5

S5 0 5 5 2 5 3 1 5 -1 1 5

SG () 4 4 1 4 3 1 5 -1 0 5 5

S7 0 4 4 4 4 0 2 5 3 9 5 3

S8 0 4 4 1 3 2 o 5 5 1 5 4

SO 4 4 o 2 5 3 2 5 3 3 5 9

S10 0 5 5 0 5 5 3 5 9 1 5 .1
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Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain Pre-
test

Post-
test

Gain

S1 3 5 2 1 5 4 2 5 3 2 5 3

S2 3 4 1 1 5 4 1 5 4 2 5 3

S3 * * #/# 1 5 4 2 5 3 2 5 3

S4 1 5 4 2 5 3 2 5 3 1 5 .1

S5 3 5 2 0 5 5 1 5 4 2 5 3

S6 2 5 3 3 5 2 2 5 3 3 5 9

S7 1 5 4 3 5 2 2 5 3 3 5 9

S8 0 5 5 9 5 3 2 5 3 9 5 3

S9 3 5 2 9 5 3 2 5 3 9 5 3

S10 2 5 3 2 5 3 1 5 4 1 5 .1
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